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The video above features Dr. Peter McCullough, a cardiologist, internist and epidemiologist, and

editor of two peer-review journals, who has been on the media and medical frontlines ?ghting for

early COVID treatment. McCullough has also been outspoken about the potential dangers of the

COVID shots, and the lack of necessity for them. Curiously, agencies that are currently calling the

shots do not have the authority to dictate how medicine is practiced.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration, for example, has no power to tell doctors what to do or

how to treat patients. The National Institutes of Health are a government research organization

and cannot tell doctors how to treat patients.

Ditto for the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which is an epidemiologic analysis

organization. It is the job of practicing doctors to identify appropriate and effective treatment

protocols, which is precisely what McCullough has been doing since the start of this pandemic.

In August 2020, McCullough's landmark paper "Pathophysiological Basis and Rationale for Early

Outpatient Treatment of SARS-CoV-2 Infection" was published online in the American Journal of

Medicine.

A follow-up paper, "Multifaceted Highly Targeted Sequential Multidrug Treatment of Early

Ambulatory High-Risk SARS-CoV-2 Infection (COVID-19)" was published in Reviews in

Cardiovascular Medicine in December 2020.  It became the basis for a home treatment guide.

COVID Shots Are Dangerous and Ineffective

When it comes to the COVID injections, McCullough cites research showing those at highest risk

of dying from COVID-19 are also at highest risk of dying from the COVID shot. Additionally, the

shots are causing severe heart damage in younger people whose risk of dying from COVID is

inconsequential.

He points out the safety signal is very clear, with 19,249 deaths having been reported to the U.S.

Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System as of November 19, 2021.

The signal is also consistent both internally and externally. A number of side effects are reported

in high numbers, and very close to the time of injection, that validate the suspicion that the shots

are at fault. The U.S. data are also consistent with data from other countries, such as the Yellow

Card system in the U.K.

Despite that, not a single safety review has been conducted to weed out risk factors and the like.

“We’re almost a year into the program and there’s been no attempt at risk mitigation,” McCullough

says. At the same time, there have been gross attempts to coerce Americans into taking the

shots — everything from free beer or a free lap dance, to million-dollar lotteries and paid

scholarships to state universities.

Such enticements are an undeniable violation of research ethics that strictly forbid any and all

kinds of coercion of human subjects. As suspected and predicted, no sooner had bribery stopped

working than government obcials started talking about vaccine mandates.

President Biden infamously stated that his patience with “vaccine hesitancy” was “wearing thin.”

The insinuation was that if people didn’t get the shot, they’d face serious repercussions, and

we’re now seeing those repercussions play out day by day, as people are being ?red and kicked

out of school for refusing the jab.

Meanwhile, they haven’t even determined which vaccine is the most effective, which is

remarkable. If government really wanted to end the pandemic with a vaccine, wouldn’t they

determine which shot works the best and promote the use of that? But no, they tell us any shot

will do.

“The fact that there’s no safety report, they’re not telling you if you’re taking the best

vaccine, the fact that it’s kind of in a distorted way linked to your ability to work and go to

school, that we’re violating the Nuremberg Code, violating the declaration of Helsinki —

it’s just not adding up. It’s not looking good for those who are promoting the vaccine,”

McCullough says.

Add to all that the now-clear ?nding that the shots offer only limited protection for a very short

time — six months at best. According to McCullough, there are more than 20 studies showing

ebcacy drops to nothing at the six-month mark. They’ve also had very limited effectiveness

against the Delta variant, which has been the predominant strain for several months.

Why Booster Treadmill Is Such a Health Hazard

I’ve often stated that, in all likelihood, your risk of side effects will rise with each additional shot.

McCullough cites research showing your body will produce the toxic SARS-CoV-2 spike protein

for 15 months.

If your body is still producing the spike protein — which is what’s causing the blood clots and

cardiovascular damage — and you take an additional shot every six months, there will come a

time when your body simply cannot withstand the damage being caused by all the spike protein

being produced.

Also consider this: While you only get at most six months’ worth of protection from any given

shot, each injection will cause damage for 15 months. If we continue with boosters, eventually,

it’s going to be impossible to ever clear out the spike protein.

While the spike protein is the part of the virus chosen as the antigen, the part that triggers an

immune response, it’s also the part of the virus that causes the worst disease. The spike protein

is responsible for COVID-19-related heart and vascular problems, and it has the same effect

when produced by your own cells.

It causes blood clots, myocarditis and pericarditis, strokes, heart attacks and neurological

damage, just to name a few. As noted by McCullough, the spike protein of this virus was

genetically engineered to be more dangerous to humans than any previous coronavirus, and that

is what the COVID shots are programming your cells to produce. “They’re just grossly unsafe for

human use,” McCullough says.

Myocarditis Will Likely Be Widespread

He goes on to discuss research from 2017,  which showed myocarditis in children and youth

occurs at a rate of four cases per million per year. Assuming there are 60 million American

children, the background rate for myocarditis would be 240 cases a year. How many cases of

myocarditis have been reported to VAERS following COVID injection so far? 14,428 as of

November 19, 2021.

“Doctors have never seen so many cases of myocarditis,” McCullough says, citing research

showing that among children between the ages of 12 and 17, 87% are hospitalized after receiving

the shot. “That’s how dangerous it is,” he says. “It is frequent, and it is severe.”

Yet the FDA claims myocarditis after the COVID shot is “rare and mild.” We’re now also getting

reports of fatal cases of myocarditis in adults in their 30s and 40s. “Myocarditis right now looks

like an unquali?ed disaster,” McCullough says, both for younger people and adults.

“ Children aged 12 to 17 are five times more likely
to be hospitalized with COVID jab-induced
myocarditis than they are to be hospitalized for
COVID infection.”

Sadly, children also reap no bene?t from the shots, so it’s all risk and no bene?t for them.

McCullough points out there has been no recorded school outbreaks and no child-to-teacher

transmission. He estimates 80% of school aged children are already immune, which would

explain this.

Meanwhile, research cited in the interview found that children aged 12 to 17 are ?ve times more

likely to be hospitalized with COVID jab-induced myocarditis than they are to be hospitalized for

COVID infection. These data counter the claim that COVID-induced heart problems are a far

greater problem than “vaccine”-induced heart damage.

And let’s not forget, if you take a COVID shot, you have a 100% chance of being exposed to

whatever risk is associated with that shot. On the other hand, if you decline the injection, it’s not

100% chance you’ll get COVID-19, let alone die from it. You have a less than 1% chance of being

exposed to SARS-CoV-2 and getting sick.

So, it’s 100% deterministic that taking the shot exposes you to the risks of the shot, and less than

1% deterministic that you’ll get COVID if you don’t take the shot.

COVID-19 Unrelated to Vaccination Rates

As noted by McCullough, rates of COVID are higher now in the highest vaccinated areas than they

were before the vaccine rollout. That too tells us they aren’t working and not worth the risk.

He cites research  published September 30, 2021, in the European Journal of Epidemiology,

which found no relationship between COVID-19 cases and levels of vaccination in 68 countries

worldwide and 2,947 counties in the U.S. If anything, areas with high vaccination rates had

slightly higher incidences of COVID-19. According to the authors:

“[T]he trend line suggests a marginally positive association such that countries with

higher percentage of population fully vaccinated have higher COVID-19 cases per 1

million people.”

Iceland and Portugal, for example, where more than 75% of their populations are fully vaccinated,

had more COVID-19 cases per 1 million people than Vietnam and South Africa, where only about

10% of the populations are fully vaccinated.  Data from U.S. counties showed the same thing.

New COVID-19 cases per 100,000 people were “largely similar,” regardless of the percentage of a

state’s population that was fully vaccinated.

“There … appears to be no signi?cant signaling of COVID-19 cases decreasing with higher

percentages of population fully vaccinated,” the authors wrote.  Notably, out of the ?ve U.S.

counties with the highest vaccination rates — ranging from 84.3% to 99.9% fully vaccinated —

four of them were on the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s “high transmission”

list. Meanwhile, 26.3% of the 57 counties with “low transmission” have vaccination rates below

20%.

The study even accounted for a one-month lag time that could occur among the fully vaccinated,

since it’s said that it takes two weeks after the ?nal dose for “full immunity” to occur. Still, “no

discernable association between COVID-19 cases and levels of fully vaccinated” was observed.

Hospitalization rates for severe COVID infection have also risen, from 0.01% in January 2021 to

9% in May 2021, and the COVID death rate rose from zero percent to 15.1% in that same

timeframe.  In short, everything is getting worse, not better, the more people get these shots.

Allowing natural immunity to build is really the only rational way forward. But then again, the

COVID jabs aren’t about protecting public health. They’re about ushering in a socio-economic

control system via vaccine passports, which is something McCullough doesn’t discuss in this

interview. Nothing makes sense if you look at it from a medical standpoint. It only makes sense if

you see it for what it is, which is a control system.

Natural Immunity Is ‘InNnitely Better’ Than Vaccine Immunity

According to McCullough, “natural immunity is in?nitely better than vaccine immunity,” and

studies have borne that out time and again. The reason natural immunity is superior to vaccine-

induced immunity is because viruses contain ?ve different proteins.

The COVID shot induces antibodies against just one of those proteins, the spike protein, and no T

cell immunity. When you’re infected with the whole virus, you develop antibodies against all parts

of the virus, plus memory T cells.

This also means natural immunity offers better protection against variants, as it recognizes

several parts of the virus. If there are signi?cant alternations to the spike protein, as with the

Delta variant, vaccine-induced immunity can be evaded. Not so with natural immunity, as the

other proteins are still recognized and attacked.

Here’s a sampling of scholarly publications that have investigated natural immunity as it pertains

to SARS-CoV-2 infection. There are several more in addition to these:

Science Immunology October 2020  found that “RBD-targeted antibodies are excellent

markers of previous and recent infection, that differential isotype measurements can help

distinguish between recent and older infections, and that IgG responses persist over the ?rst

few months after infection and are highly correlated with neutralizing antibodies.”

The BMJ January 2021  concluded that “Of 11, 000 health care workers who had proved

evidence of infection during the ?rst wave of the pandemic in the U.K. between March and

April 2020, none had symptomatic reinfection in the second wave of the virus between

October and November 2020.”

Science February 2021  reported that “Substantial immune memory is generated after

COVID-19, involving all four major types of immune memory [antibodies, memory B cells,

memory CD8+ T cells, and memory CD4+ T cells].

About 95% of subjects retained immune memory at ~6 months after infection. Circulating

antibody titers were not predictive of T cell memory. Thus, simple serological tests for SARS-

CoV-2 antibodies do not rerect the richness and durability of immune memory to SARS-CoV-

2.”

A 2,800-person study found no symptomatic reinfections over a ~118-day window, and a

1,246-person study observed no symptomatic reinfections over 6 months.

A February 2021 study posted on the prepublication server medRxiv  concluded that “Natural

infection appears to elicit strong protection against reinfection with an ebcacy ~95% for at

least seven months.”

An April 2021 study posted on medRxiv  reported “the overall estimated level of protection

from prior SARS-CoV-2 infection for documented infection is 94.8%; hospitalization 94.1%;

and severe illness 96·4%. Our results question the need to vaccinate previously-infected

individuals.”

Another April 2021 study posted on the preprint server BioRxiv  concluded that “following a

typical case of mild COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2-speci?c CD8+ T cells not only persist but

continuously differentiate in a coordinated fashion well into convalescence, into a state

characteristic of long-lived, self-renewing memory.”

A May 2020 report in the journal Immunity  con?rmed that SARS-CoV-2-speci?c neutralizing

antibodies are detected in COVID-19 convalescent subjects, as well as cellular immune

responses. Here, they found that neutralizing antibody titers do correlate with the number of

virus-speci?c T cells.

A May 2021 Nature article  found SARS-CoV-2 infection induces long-lived bone marrow

plasma cells, which are a crucial source of protective antibodies. Even after mild infection,

anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike protein antibodies were detectable beyond 11 months’ post-infection.

A May 2021 study in E Clinical Medicine  found “antibody detection is possible for almost a

year post-natural infection of COVID-19.” According to the authors, “Based on current

evidence, we hypothesize that antibodies to both S and N-proteins after natural infection may

persist for longer than previously thought, thereby providing evidence of sustainability that

may inruence post-pandemic planning.”

Cure-Hub data  con?rm that while COVID shots can generate higher antibody levels than

natural infection, this does not mean vaccine-induced immunity is more protective.

Importantly, natural immunity confers much wider protection as your body recognizes all ?ve

proteins of the virus and not just one. With the COVID shot, your body only recognizes one of

these proteins, the spike protein.

A June 2021 Nature article  points out that “Wang et al. show that, between six and 12

months after infection, the concentration of neutralizing antibodies remains unchanged. That

the acute immune reaction extends even beyond six months is suggested by the authors’

analysis of SARS-CoV-2-speci?c memory B cells in the blood of the convalescent individuals

over the course of the year.

These memory B cells continuously enhance the reactivity of their SARS-CoV-2-speci?c

antibodies through a process known as somatic hypermutation. The good news is that the

evidence thus far predicts that infection with SARS-CoV-2 induces long-term immunity in

most individuals.”

Reinfection Is Very Rare

McCullough stresses there is also no need to worry about reinfection if you’ve already had COVID

once. The fact is, while breakthrough cases continue among those who have gotten one or more

COVID-19 injections, it’s extremely rare to get COVID-19 after you’ve recovered from the infection.

How rare? Researchers from Ireland conducted a systematic review including 615,777 people

who had recovered from COVID-19, with a maximum duration of follow-up of more than 10

months.

“Reinfection was an uncommon event,” they noted, “with no study reporting an increase in the

risk of reinfection over time.” The absolute reinfection rate ranged from 0% to 1.1%, while the

median reinfection rate was just 0.27%.

Another study revealed similarly reassuring results. It followed 43,044 SARS-CoV-2 antibody-

positive people for up to 35 weeks, and only 0.7% were reinfected. When genome sequencing

was applied to estimate population-level risk of reinfection, the risk was estimated at 0.1%.

There was no indication of waning immunity over seven months of follow-up, unlike with the

COVID-19 injection, which led the researchers to conclude that “Reinfection is rare. Natural

infection appears to elicit strong protection against reinfection with an ebcacy >90% for at least

seven months.”

“It’s a one-and-done,” McCullough says. If you’ve had it once, you won’t get it again. He also

advises against using PCR testing after you’ve had con?rmed COVID-19 once, as any subsequent

positive tests are just going to be false positives.

Early Treatment Options

In closing, should you get COVID-19, know there are several very effective early treatment

options, and early treatment is key, both for preventing severe infection and preventing “long-haul

COVID.” Here are a few suggestions:

• Oral-nasal decontamination — The virus, especially the Delta variant, replicates rapidly in the

nasal cavity and mouth for three to ?ve days before spreading to the rest of the body, so you

want to strike where it’s most likely to be found right from the start.

Research  has demonstrated that irrigating your nasal passages with 2.5 milliliters of 10%

povidone-iodine (an antimicrobial) and standard saline, twice a day, is an effective remedy.

Another option that was slightly less effective was using a mixture of saline with half a

teaspoon of sodium bicarbonate (an alkalizer). You can also gargle with these to kill viruses

in your mouth and throat. When done routinely, it can be a very effective preventive strategy.

You can ?nd printable treatment guides on TruthForHealth.org.

• Nebulized peroxide — A similar strategy is to use nebulized hydrogen peroxide, diluted with

saline to a 0.1% solution. Both hydrogen peroxide and saline  have antiviral effects.

In a May 10, 2021, Orthomolecular Medicine press release,  Dr. Thomas E. Levy — board-

certi?ed in internal medicine and cardiology — discussed the use of this treatment for

COVID-19 speci?cally. Levy has in fact written an entire book on peroxide nebulization called

“Rapid Virus Recovery,” which you can download for free from MedFox Publishing.

• Vitamin D optimization — Research has shown having a vitamin D level above 50 ng/mL

brings the risk of COVID mortality down to near-zero.

• Other key nutraceuticals — Vitamin C, zinc, quercetin and NAC all have scienti?c backing.

• Key drugs — For acute infection, ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine or monoclonal antibodies

can be used. While monoclonal antibodies and hydroxychloroquine must be used early on in

the disease process, ivermectin has been shown to be effective in all stages of the infection.

Doxycycline or azithromycin are typically added as well, to address any secondary bacterial

infection, as well as inhaled budesonide (a steroid). Oral steroids are used on and after the

?fth day for pulmonary weakness and aspirin or NAC can be added to reduce the risk of

clotting. In the interview, McCullough discusses the use of each of these, and other, drugs.

One drug I disagree with is full-strength aspirin. I believe a potentially better, at least safer,

alternative would be to use the enzymes lumbrokinase and serrapeptase, as they help break

down and prevent blood clots naturally.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.
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Those at highest risk of dying from COVID-19 are also at highest risk of dying from the COVID shot. The shots are also causing severe heart

damage in younger people whose risk of dying from COVID is inconsequential

&

While you only get at most six months’ worth of protection from the COVID shot, each injection will cause damage for 15 months as your

body continuously produces toxic spike protein

&

The spike protein is responsible for COVID-19-related heart and vascular problems, and it has the same effect when produced by your own

cells. It causes blood clots, myocarditis and pericarditis, strokes, heart attacks and neurological damage, just to name a few

&

The safety signal is very clear, with 19,249 deaths having been reported to the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System as of

November 19, 2021. Historically, drugs and vaccines are pulled off the market after about 50 suspected deaths

&

Children aged 12 to 17 are ?ve times more likely to be hospitalized with COVID jab-induced myocarditis than they are to be hospitalized for

COVID-19 infection
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Dr McCullough states in this article that the biological reproduction of the spike protein {derived from an RNA injection}, has a 15 month

duration and will then stop after this time period - how and where is this factually and scienti?cally established?? - where is the data on

this assertion?? - the FACT that the vaccinated are the source of the so called variants is consistent with the data on the previous ru

vaccine that Dr Falsie promoted as well - everybody knows {that I have spoken to} that getting the ru vaccine makes you vulnerable to

being infected with ru - this HYPED DISEASE is being driven by INJECTION - only the BRAIN DEAD seem to be ignorant of what is

OBVIOUS
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thankyou for your wise information!!!!
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hi reg - it bothers me that so little is known and yet so much is postulated
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COVID vaccines are not traditional vaccines. Rather, they cause cells to reproduce one portion of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, the spike

protein. The vaccines thus induce the body to create spike proteins. A person only creates antibodies against this one limited

portion (the spike protein) of the virus. It is the spike protein that research found is toxic in and of itself (along with the added

effects of Lipid Nanoparticles which are also shown to be highly inrammatory). According to the research, binding to cells like

ACE2 is found to not be necessary to cause the harm shown from the spike protein, recent publications con?rmed that CD147

receptor signalling is activated by the spike protein alone, without infectious virus, and without any direct infection/binding to the

cells themselves required! HERE, THE SPIKE PROTEIN ALONE CAUSING THE HEART PROBLEMS THROUGH CD147 RECEPTOR

SIGNALLING, AND NOT ACE2, including the cytokine storm doi.org/.../ehab724.3383  

It was a research team lead by Dr. Barney Graham from the Vaccine Research Center at the NIH National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases who created an engineered form of the spike protein that was said to be unable to make the shape change

required to effectively bind to cells like ACE2 making the spike protein "safe" for vaccination, however that new research is

showing that the spike protein ALONE, without the presence of infectious virus, can cause the heart inrammation and also

interaction with endothelial cells through a non-infective mechanism involving activation of CD147 receptor signalling... even

without any direct infection of the cells themselves! This spike is not just in use in Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine, but also in the

COVID-19 vaccines by Johnson & Johnson, Novavax, P?zer/BioNTech, and CureVac.
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Stan - The S1 spike protein has also been found in CD16+ monocytes even 15 months later to consider.

www.thailandmedical.news/news/yet-another-alarming-research-?nding-pe..   CD147 (also known as Basigin or EMMPRIN) is

expressed on many cell types - endothelial cells, leukocytes, keratinocytes, platelets, hematopoietic, and others. The CD147

receptor is involved with the other known main reported negative effects such as blood clotting, involved with cancer and a

tumor's malignant progression, invasiveness, and metastasis www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC4227170  and the changes of

women's cycle. The spike protein is also involved with reduction in the mRNA expression of ACE2 and type I interferons

www.frontiersin.org/.../full  , can make the blood brain barrier leaky pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32191628  , and wreaking havoc in

the DNA repair mechanism of cells, suppressing DNA repair among just some of the many research papers I've posted in

comments before.

In fact, the S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein ALONE was enough to induce the very same COVID-19-like symptoms

including severe inrammation of the lungs and cytokine storm-EVEN WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF INTACT VIRUS - it produces

biochemically, immunologically and histologically evident COVID-19 like Acute lung injury (ALI), including the “cytokine storm”.

scitechdaily.com/sars-cov-2-spike-protein-alone-may-cause-covid-19-lun..  Full study:

journals.physiology.org/.../ajplung.00223.2021  So the spike protein is showing to be PRODUCING all the exact same symptoms

of the very illness it is supposed to be protecting the people from, including the cytokine storm along with capable of causing

heart inrammation, blood clotting and other negative effects.
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The full-length S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein ALONE, without infectious virus, is capable of inducing systemic

damage to microendothelial cells in mice with an analogous pattern of complement activation and increased expression of

cytokines and concomitant thrombosis / hypercoagulability state (blood clotting). This disease pattern strongly resembles the

extrapulmonary manifestations of severe human COVID-19  and suggests that the latter (severe human Covid-19) may not

represent systemic infectious virus. (but instead effects of the full-length S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein ALONE).

 Therefore, prevention of the CNS disease so common in severe COVID-19 may require neutralization/removal of the circulating

pseudovirions (such as S1 spike). www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7758180  

Here we study the effect of isolated SARS-CoV-2 spike protein S1 subunit as potential pro-inrammatory inrammagen sui

generis. We investigate the potential of this inrammagen to directly interact with platelets and ?brin(ogen) to cause ?brin(ogen)

protein changes and blood hypercoagulation (clotting)... We conclude that the spike protein may have pathological effects

directly, without being taken up by cells. www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.03.05.21252960v1.full  

CD147 is a novel receptor on platelets, which activates platelets. (and the spike protein activates CD147 receptor signalling)

Platelet expressed CD147 leads to NF-κB–dependent cytokine release from monocytes demonstrating a direct link between

platelets, CD147, and inrammation. Coincubation of platelets with monocytes induced EMMPRIN (CD147)-mediated nuclear

factor kappaB activation in monocytes with increased MMP-9, interleukin-6, and tumor necrosis factor-alpha secretion

(according to ELISA) by monocytes. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/18048771
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Well said sir. ALL vaccines are frankenshots that CAUSE disease.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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After two years of this insanity; I think we should start calling it what it is. The greatest PsyOps in human history. The fear that

Orsen Welles generated with his "War of the Worlds" had nothing on this covid hoax! I wonder what the next 'scariant' will be.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Stanleybecker, I am not a doctor but having read books and articles about how the immune system works, and its various parts

all needing to be in dynamic interactive balance with each other, my hunch is that genetic modi?cation of the immune system is

PERMANENT. How can doctors heal such a thing, whether mainstream or naturopathic? I would think the best they can do is to

maybe, soften the blow. Further, understanding the various immune components and the need for them to be dynamically

interactive and in balance with each other, I think Fauci, the WHO, CDC, FDA, Wuhan lab experimenters, they all know exactly what

they are doing. I oppose calling these "vaccines" experimental. In a way they may be, but in a way they also are not. How gullible

people have been! not everybody has to know about immunity, yet sometimes, ignorance also may not be bliss.

Datadragon, chemist Andreas Noak was arrested by police at the very moment he was broadcasting about graphene hydroxide in

the P?zer shot, we all should see the shell shocking footage hyperlinked in this article, they banged the door down and shouted

like the gestapo, threw him to the ground and THEREAFTER asked him his name! Before arresting him. Thereafter, Noak braved it

up to broadcast, again on ?lm, how graphene hydroxide is The Most Razor Sharp Material On the Planet, how it is in dangerous

nanoparticle form in the P?zer vax, and how it scrapes/cuts blood vessels and heart valves if it gets into the blood. He died

mysteriously only eight hours after broadcasting that ?lm!

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/murder-just-hours-after-publishing-the-secret..
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Stanley - Well said.  - Yes, just jab, - what consequences! - you are correct  - brain dead. I am rather sad, my friend who is also my

daughters mother in law was taken into hospital yesterday. She has blood clots in her lungs. She took the two jabs the booster

and the ru shots. I did try telling her, but she was scared of the virus. The MSM did a good job on her. I pray she will recover.
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Dr Noak said that in his clear opinion, the spike protein is a mere distraction from the real cause of the deeply serious matters at

hand. He spoke of congealed blood, scraped blood vessels and heart valves and purple skin from broken capillaries. Guess what,

the ICU footage in this horrifying ?lm of post-vaccine patients, shows one woman with such a plum purple face nobody could

ever imagine anything like it. She pulls a LONG string of congealed blood out of her nose, the length of an earthworm, and then

says "oh my god!" It all ?ts exactly the same pro?le symptoms that Dr Noak mentioned on ?lm, dying only eight hours later. Be ye

forwarned, horrifying footage here, not for the faint of heart, but if this ?lm does not wake up the mainstream populace, then

nothing will! blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  

Adding to the crimes, a law ?rm subpoena'd P?zer's material which they had attempted to get shielded for 55 years. Why would

they try that? Obviously they have tons to hide. No kidding. The pages and pages of side effects listed in the P?zer-released

court material might also be traceable to the evil combination of the spike protein, graphene hydroxide and polyethylene glycol in

the blood, all combined!  celiafarber.substack.com/.../court-ordered-p?zer-documents-they  see document embedded in the

article. Court-Ordered P?zer Documents They Tried To Have Sealed For 55 years Show 1223 Deaths, 158,000 Adverse Events in

90 Days Post EUA Release

Now, what FOOL would allow themselves to be injected with such a brew? Double Double Toil and Trouble, Fire Burn and

Cauldron Bubble! I repeat, I do not believe these injections are experimental. I believe the powers that be know exactly what they

are doing. It really is a witch's brew!  DR MERCOLA, HERE IS A SHOUT TO YOU! PLEASE WRITE ABOUT HOW TO REVERSE

DAMAGE FROM THE SHOTS? IS IT EVEN A POSSIBILITY? THANK YOU DR MERCOL
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Dr Mac is a wishy washy two talker. ANY doctor that uses vaccines in their practice is suspect to me. It's ALL ABOUT THE

MONEY!
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One last thing. The synthetic messenger RNA, all by itself, is an inherent recipe for autoimmune attack. When the immune

system sees something in the body that mimics its own tissues, it becomes confused, attacking the tissues resembling the

mimicking substance. Molecular mimicry is known to cause autoimmunity. Read about this anywhere, in almost any book about

the immune system and in many articles. Dr Datis Kharrazzian writes about it.

Couple this with the mechanism in which any foreign material,  binding with the body's cells, cause the immune system to

mistake those cells as foreign material. Hence it goes on the aggressive mode, trying to get rid of the invader, where the cells

with foreign material binding to it, are perceived as invaders. This too causes autoimmune attack. Messenger RNA is a guarantee

of autoimmune attack, and so is the very notion of injecting all kinds of substances into the blood that will bind with the body's

own cells.

www.emdmillipore.com/US/en/product/msds/MDA_CHEM-807490?ReferrerURL=ht..  polyethylene glycol, a jet fuel ingredient,

known to be a skin irritant! The Material Safety Datasheet for PEG says throw off contaminated clothing and shower immediately,

and it causes lung issues. Yet they want this in our blood, for COVID! Wouldn't this coat the blood vessels, the blood cells, and

contaminate every cell in the body as it roats around in the blood? And no wonder we are seeing heart inrammation

skyrocketing! Well DUH! It takes NO medical degree to ?gure this out! And any foolish "medical expert" who says they use PEG

safely when swallowed, is kidding themselves as well as you. It can't be safe when swallowed, and further the liver and digestive

juices would alter it. Floating around in the blood, injected without anything to mitigate it, is a whole other story! Don't idiot

doctors recognize this basic fact? YEs they are idiots, and I will repeat it for IMPORTANT emphasis. Beware!
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Have these so-called medicines even been in play for 15 months? I know it seems like forever! Maybe the gist is that your body

will produce Spike proteins for at least a minimum of 15 months.
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mirandola,   I am with you that having one's own body cells produce the antigen/ pathogen in the way of the spike protein is a

recipe for autoimmune disaster.   In addition, these mRNA shots are designed to bypass the innate immune system.  The innate

immune system normally helps the body identify foreign invaders immediately or early on in infection and helps prevent an

autoimmune response.   The innate immune system is part of forming effective naturally acquired immunity (which is more than

just humoral antibodies) and the complement system is part of the innate immune response.  

More circulating antibodies due to vaccination are not a good thing- in fact they are most likely a sign of an overactive immune

system and autoimmunity.    Not that I approve in any way of traditional vaccines and they do evade the respiratory mucosa, but

at least conventional inactivated or attenuated vaccines were not designed to completely bypass the innate immune system.   It

is somewhat obvious Covid mRNA vaccines are designed to cause the body to attack itself and weaken the overall immune

system to other normally harmless pathogens.

It is also beyond ridiculous that immunological memory and the overall health status of the individual are being ignored by the

government and public health.  Should vaccinated people who are obese, smoke or drink to excess be banned from the

workplace?  I don't think so, but these types of lifestyle choices suppress the immune system and that is scienti?c fact.
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Usher12, thank you for your response. One Mexican medical obcial opined that kids  being injected with mRNA will never

develop normal immunity, for the exact reasons you wisely state based on your very good education. Thank you Usher12! Further,

when the immune system is tilted in one direction to a point of imbalance, where one part of the immune system becomes

dominant over the other, that too causes autoimmune attack, and/or is a symptom of it, as you say.

Well said, thank you!  Plus, inrammation, known to underlie heart attack, diabetes, cancer, MS and all the most serious illnesses,

is virtually guaranteed by the ingredients and the physiology of these "vaccines". There can be no doubt about it, to anybody with

the most basic education about immunity, and this requires NO medical degree at all to ?gure out. So no wonder then, that the

FDA now is looking for court approval to shield P?zer for (updated from 55 years previously) 75 years, according to the Children's

Health Defense's article of yesterday! Oh good lord. They obviously have a ton to hide.

So are these "vaccines" really safe and effective? Major crimes are clearly afoot. Arrest Biden! Arrest Fauci, WHO , CDC and FDA

members who are fully complicit and very knowledgeable about exactly what they are doing! They know it. Come on. And the

VAERS statistics now show an excess of 900,000 adverse events, pushing up to one million, where the CDC says  that only 1%

are actually reported and where the FDA conveniently stretches that from 1-10%.

Fine, play devils advocate. That means there are now at least 10 million adverse events including deaths, since the vaccines

rolled out! What gives? Is the cure worse than the disease? No wonder the FDA seeks to have this kept hush for 75 years, They

are criminals. Oh but Biden is "losing patience" With "anti vaxx" people and they all want this to be compulsory! Jail them all and

throw away the key, including BIden himself! This is violent crime + coercion, duress.
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stanley- I inhale oil of oregano multiple times a day.  A few inhalations in each nostril followed by a drop or two in my mouth with

very little water. I would caution NOT to put drops directly into nose since it would burn. A drop or two in simmering water and

inhale. Have not tried it in a diffuser yet but will. Clears out sinuses right away. Again caution. Keep out of eyes or sensitive body

parts like nose. I keep the bottle in my car and inhale a few times a day.
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I fully agree regarding your statement on where is Dr. Mccullough’s scienti?c information coming from that shows a person who

got the vaccine which isn’t a vaccine is protected for approximately 6 months???? The jab has been shown to contain toxic

chemicals and two of which are grapheme oxid and grapheme dioxide. You have to ask yourself why P?zer is pushing for sealed

records for 75 years. This article is disappointing because it still leads someone who is on the fence that there is a possibility of

protection when it has not been proven. Very disappointing article!
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Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Datadragon is one of the few bloggers here who bother to parse thru the internet morass to answer people's questions...Mercola

needs to transfer some of the Savvy User badges around the membership, but that badge has become rather meaningless

anyhow.
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Hi Stan, Datadragon, Mirandola and everyone.  I have been away for a few days so do not know if the following information is

known to contributors or visitors to the site. Certain batch numbers of the vaccines are linked with much greater toxicity. The

tweets below run consecutively, and reveal through screen analysis that vaccine batches that end in 20A or 21A are often highly

toxic: twitter.com/.../1469713789717254146  ~ twitter.com/.../1469713838346014722

 ~ twitter.com/.../1469713884290375682  ~ twitter.com/.../1469713940930252800  ~ twitter.com/.../1469713992524484614
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Hi Newlands, This is a clinical trial phase, as such, varying amounts from plain saline to nearly lethal doses are apparently being

distributed, and only the manufacturer knows who got which batch to make sense of things. Somehow, the US FDA fell down

completely by not insisting on rigorous follow up on the reactions (by the manufacturers). This was something always done in

the past. Info was gleaned by listening to several Dr McCullough and Dr Malone interviews and discussions about

pharmaco-vigilence and (completely missing) safety reporting.
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It's puzzling.  If the mechanism 'teaches' the cells how to make the protein, when does it stop teaching?  Or does it? Also, if the

duration of "shedding" is 4 weeks (seemingly an off the cuff remark) why is shedding not consistent with the duration of the cells

manufacturing the spike? So little is known, yet so much speculation. Although, what is known should scare the bejesus out of

anyone being coerced.
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fundamentalassumptions
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I noticed that, too.  Why on earth anyone would promote any sort of mRNA therapy at all is beyond me, other than controlled

opposition or insider to the hierarchical control grid expecting special treatment.  I wouldn't hold my breath on that one.  Dr.

McCullough is too visible & low on the totem pole to hold such a hope in my book....though I look to a higher source & Book

which the lower ones are simply evidencing types of.

I wonder: is it to get metals into people, and to begin their great transhumanist dream & internet of things without honest

disclosure? At least into those who survive the early crude attempts, with those who don't simply counted as collateral damage

for the next 'tweak' in their coveted technology?  Flu vaccines only served to make people less healthy over the long term, more

likely to be chronically ill, & more dependent upon the powers that shouldn't be (while being a nice, tidy income stream

transferring wealth & power along the way to total control) so far as I can see, or ?nd in actual objective scienti?c studies with

real control group comparisons.

It's easy to leap blindly towards anyone even appearing to stand against those powers without being truly objective.  People do

that jumping from cult to cult all the time. I also wondered when he spoke of specializing the vaccines by variant?  What?  Why?  I

do not like the euthanasia overtones & possibilities of targeting the elderly or those with co-morbidities in Dr. McCullough's

version of patient choice.  There is a lot of over-medicating pharma abuse in eldercare as it is, has been increasing pressure to

continue that trend, & they are visibly weeding out  doctors & nurses, aides etc who are mindful of these things & advocating for

patients before our very eyes .... doing it under 'covid cover' & top-down thru global corporate controlled admin.  Disgusting.
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data - your summary of the various scienti?c publications represents a great effort - thank you -

big - thank you for rejecting the brainwashing and telling it like it is

randy - you have consistently rejected the HYPE - you are awake

mirandola - your posts are passionate - hopefully your enthusiasm will convert some of the fence sitters into aware people -

thank you

MoMac - "you can't fool ALL of the people ALL of the time" - I like your attitude - thank you

swabien - it doesn't matter which way you take it - it still doesn't make any sense

Usher and FVToMasch - thank you

drc - I must complement you for demonstrating your clarity of vision when you reject the whole vaccine ?asco for what it is  -

common fraud by predatory commercial interests in order to create a pro?table market that is driven by sick customers - thank

you

CMT - both Gui and I have received many personal posts thanking us for our effort and dedication - you have "no con?dence" in

us and publicaly state this - why you have chosen to launch a public vendetta against us is puzzling - however, each to their own -

good luck and  try contributing more than criticism of the messengers - this would be more positive

Newlands - yes, there has been quite a lot of speculation about batches and their lethality - "I wouldn't be surprised" if in 75 years

the remnants of humanity are told the truth through revelations but the Kennedy assassination  is 67 years ago and full

disclosure is still not forthcoming - and the collapse of the World Trade Center ditto

Virginia - I completely agree with your critical mode of questioning - but Big Brother holds on to his secrets tenaciously

fundamental - your post brings to the surface many covert machinations - like the "right to end someone else's life" - this relates

to euthanasia and endorses Mass Murder as a societal principle - Eugenics is a Nazi Program - Zombie Culture has no survival

tactics
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Thanks for saying it Stanley. It does get rather tedious going over this with people who should already understand that these

"variants" are pure propaganda used to cover up the impacts of the injections and to gin up the fear so that people will remain

trapped on the Crazy Covid Train. Same is true of "breakthrough cases." There's no such thing- it's all bullshit from top to bottom.

What is happening is simply that the PCR tests (which for the millionth time 'can't diagnose anything') are picking up viral debris

from within people's systems as their immune systems are being damaged by the poison they are injecting into their bodies. I

have a lot of respect for the likes of McCullough, Malone, RFK Jr. et al but they need to get off the "variant" narrative altogether.
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Virginia, No "off" switch is/was provided. Currently being estimated spike production may stop in up to 15 months. This detail

came from one of the interviews in the Covid Revealed series.
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The Sheeple who got the jab will continually push it.   That is if they survive.   I know of at least two ppl who have died from the

Covid death jab.   One from a stroke that was caused by it.   His own doctor brother begged to not get the second jab, but he did

anyways.   And paid the ultimate price.  The other person was only 57 after he had a heart attack.   One of my other friends got a

blood clot after getting the P?zer jab.  He and the man who died from the stroke got the jabs even after getting concrete

information (Dr. Judy Mikovits, Dr. Mercola & Mikki Willis) from me.    And still ppl are such SHEEP.
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I am asking people to share any speci?c research they may have.  I do not need generalizations or "testimony".  A number of my friends

were recently booster-jabbed.  It seems to be too much of a coincidence that they are all suddenly suffering serious leg pain (some also

with back pain), making walking dibcult or impossible without assistance.  They are getting lots of expensive medical tests.  So far, no

diagnosis...  which sounds suspiciously like an adverse vaxine effect.  Can anyone produce studies showing extreme leg pain, leg

numbness, loss of motor control of a leg as an adverse effect of the  vaxine?
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thrombotic clots can cause this Almond
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Almond, did any of your friends also have swelling in their extremities?  Were any told it was rheumatoid related

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8009616  .....creakyjoints.org/living-with-arthritis/coronavirus/covid-19-vaccines/r..  Friend in

Massachusetts is being treated in Boston for same symptoms as you reported and they are treating him for rheumatoid after

giving him a round of IV antibiotics for kidney to bladder inrammation issue.  He left the hospital still in intense leg and back

pain and mobility issues (unable to walk without assistance).  He also had swelling develop in hand and legs after hospital

release.  They are now treating him with prednisone.  Hope this helps!  Please keep us posted on this.
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I doubt any relevant studies have been done yet b/c the mRNA technology has not been used before in a vaccine for humans. A

male sibling of mine, age 71,  had a "Transient Global Amnesia" episode last week. TGA is similar to "transient Ischemic attack" .

This brother was "boosted" in October '21. I could not warn his wife that the jabs may be responsible, b/c I have already been

ostracized from the family for even bringing up such possibilities. They say I'm "anti-science".  I am alone and puzzled.
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My uncle who is in a nursing home, double jabbed, has had a seizure about every two months, No brain bleed detected but

elevated d-dimer for micro blood clots.  He also has visible clots lower leg along with swelling and a rash. No improvement from

several rounds of antibiotics. They are "stumped". I am met with silence when I mention the jab. Sent them a letter to NOT

booster. Surely, that would be his demise. Mother in law also swelling, rash, cognitive decline but family won't listen,
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Almond, hyperlinked in this article is P?zer's court-ordered documents, coughed up on subpoena, showing information they tried

to have hidden for 55 years! See the unbelievably long list of side effects from the jab! You won't believe it, and nobody else will.

celiafarber.substack.com/.../court-ordered-p?zer-documents-they  

And I suggest watch the Breaking News section for ?lm footage. Consistently we are seeing ?lm footage of post-jab patients

with violent convulsions, paralysis and yes, weak leg muscles in many of them, even if not all of them. How can a jab with

polyethylene glycol, synthetic messenger RNA, and more NOT cause autoimmune attack of the brain and myelin sheath? It

makes no sense to me to think otherwise.

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/murder-just-hours-after-publishing-the-secret..    Further, the spike proteins and graphene hydroxide

which chemist Andreas Noak PhD spoke about, only to be forcibly arrested at the moment of broadcasting one ?lm and dying

eight hours after broadcasting the next ?lm about it, scrape the blood vessels and would have to create blood clots! Couldn't this

contribute to weak legs? Depending on where the clots are?

What about the effects of synethic mRNA on autoimmunity? Polyethylene glycol coating blood cells and vessels, ditto?

www.emdmillipore.com/US/en/product/msds/MDA_CHEM-807490?ReferrerURL=ht..   And what about nerve damage from

autoimmune attack, toxicity and materials that cross the blood brain barrier? That's quite a combination of ingredients and

physiological events, on both counts. It might explain everything.
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Testimony Almond! www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e
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I do massages all the time with different people, but still of course it is a very small number of the general population! I can only

do so much, but it gives me a certain access to people's bodies and to talk to them and ?nd out what is going on. I am constantly

asking myself what am I seeing now because of vaccines and what would it have been like if none of this had happened. People

have always come to me with their problems so I don't want to assume that everything is because of the vaccine. On the other

hand I am seeing stuff left and right that I have never seen before.

The common denominator in all of it is that their body seems to be ?ghting something, people are having a lot of sweats on the

table regardless of external temperature, all of them having taken the vaccine. Some people have come down with the more

well-known adverse effects like shingles and heart problems, one of my long-standing clients has a blood disease now where

she has to get major blood transfusions. Let me just say that nothing surprises me anymore!
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Hi Almond, Someone surveyed the corona-recovered (where and when?), and came up with a list of 98, focusing on (19) common

symptoms, effects by number of people reporting these - not much is given on how this survey was conducted, symptoms listed

are in order from least to greatest reported: www.eatthis.com/covid-19-signs
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Many thanks to everyone who took the time to reply, esp. to you, Mirandola.  We all know the harm this vaxine does and have

seen the sad videos of suffering people.  However, there is no more damning evidence than court records with P?zer's own

admission. MERCOLIANS, DO TAKE TIME TO READ THE LINKS MIRANDOLA PROVIDED!!!  (below) I hope this information will be

useful to many who need it. I tend to trust my experience over textbooks.  When every friend I visit who was recently "boostered"

is suddenly unable to walk, my common sense tells me it is not just a coincidence.
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www.bitchute.com/.../8I4NlpjAsaL3  I think you may look at their website.
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Yes Stanley, I took the ru vaccine once, about 6-7 yrs ago.  Only time I was sick like hell.  I haven’t had a cold in 15 yrs or more, and the

ru the only time I took the vaccine, I spite of having COPD.  I rely on good food and vitamins/supplements, go to gym 3 times a week

and “do weights”. I am a woman of 72 hrs of age.
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good for you - keep it up - you are responsible for your health - regards stan
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You are quite young.
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Good for you!   Keep this up.
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Funny -  What do Pro-Vaxxers and ANTI-Vaxxers have in common ? They'll never be fully vaccinated !
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Thank you for that chuckle. I needed that.
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Thank you.  It took awhile for me to understand your message, but ramich65yahoo.com's comment helped by making me think.
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I got a little squeeze bottle of 1.5 oz. sterile saline from Walmart. I added several drops of 10% Povidone iodine to it and then used it as

a nasal and throat spray.  It immediately cleared up symptoms that were probably related to COVID.
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Where did you ?nd the povidone iodine? Looked for it last month and would need to travel to get it, as local sources were out of

stock...
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rrose - this is making me wonder - chrismasterjohnphd.com/covid-19/povidone-iodine-safety-ebcacy-and-lu..  .... I might stick

with the nebulizer with 3% Hydrogen peroxide/salt/Lugols ...  but they didn't have Lugols in the man who was cured by our town

vet with the nebulizer/salt/water/3% solution - ... I guess it depends? I'm not big on colloidal silver - but anyone seen those

results? I love hearing from real people on these CURES and yet they keep being debunked online because you can't have an EUA

if there are other CURES.   So far, in my travels - the nebulizer treatment (Brownstein method) seems the most effective for the

lung kind of covid - and Ivermectin brings AWESOME relief for not just covid, but for my friend, she took it for the ru and it wiped

it out FAST (she was about day 2 into it and scared to death because of the elderly in her house) ... anyways - 24 hours baby!

 GONE!   I'm so done with disinformation and censorship. This is not the America I was raised in!
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Whoa,bThanks for this link, looks like I am out out out, learned the hard way I have normally silent DH - dermatitis herpetiformis
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Whoa,bThanks for this link, looks like I am out out out, learned the hard way I have normally silent DH - dermatitis herpetiformis

more typical to celiac but have triggered it by when attempting a strong(er) detox. You are right, guess the nebulized H2O2 is our

best bet for now. "As noted in this paper, there are a number of contraindications for povidone-iodine: A history of allergy to PVP-I

or its relevant excipients (alkyl phenol ether sulphate (ammonium salt), disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate), all forms

of thyroid disease or current radioactive iodine treatment, lithium therapy, known pregnancy, renal failure and dermatitis

herpetiformis. The protocol should not be used in a sustained manner in children, but can be used as a single episode, e.g. for

dental treatment."
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Meanwhile - in Santa's Grotto:  twitter.com/.../1
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gifts from God??
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Stan, at ?rst glance I thought it was a Christmas Card from the FDA
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Something to give us all a bit of hope is that on last Thursday's episode of The Highwire, Del Bigtree interviewed RFK, Jr., who stated

that Children's Health Defense hopes to use his bestselling book (The Anthony Fauci I know) as a template for litigation against Fauci

and that they are meeting with attorneys  and attorney generals to discuss potential lawsuits.  (

thehighwire.com/videos/rfk-jr-discusses-the-real-anthony-fauci/  )  You the man, RFK, Jr.!!!
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks ZTFZTF.  Great link!!  Both Del Bigtree & RFK Jr are modern day heroes.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Airline pilots deaths disclosed...staggering numbers:  www.bitchute.com/.../LzJDZlwaptJu
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

blood pressure rising - altitude and sport activity - the deadly duo
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arunge
Joined On 12/20/2020 12:33:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One thing I am confused about is why it's believed that once you have gotten it, you have immunity.  A person can be re-infected with a

cold (a corona virus) uncountable times.  How is this SarsCov different?  Can anyone explain for me?
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arunge - it could be that most common colds are due to a rhino virus.  While there are colds due to a corona virus, they may not

appear as often, and may produce cross-immunity.
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have wondered this same thing myself.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My daughter's friends at a local steakhouse have gotten it multiple times - (they don't wear masks in back) - and what I've heard

from her is that the symptoms are way easier to go through after that ?rst time.  That's how the body works - it says, "Hey, I know

this one," and you go down while it ?gure it out, and then it beats it - and I think every time our body is ?ghting, you go down a

little.  But you ?ght it by helping the body with the different methods to go after the invaders. :)  What I would like to know is more

about natural immunity.  An 80 yom relative WITH diabetes found out he had covid antibodies when going in for cancer surgery.

 He hadn't been sick, but he's an ocean guy and always on his boat.  Heavy on D?  Idk ... But since I learned this, I've made sure to

get out in the sun daily!  LOL
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Brenda73
Joined On 6/11/2015 8:57:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I caught Covid in April and had a fever for 5 days and the tip of my nose was tingling, which has never happened before. I caught

it again in November,  but my symptoms were much milder, fever for one day and stuffy nose.  I assume with the high amount of

supplements I take due to an autoimmune disease I have, that it helped lessen the duration of the virus.  Thanks to all of you on

this website and to Dr. Mercola, I haven't seen my family doctor in years and I feel great!!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ?rst hi-ranking US Navy Cmdr. of a destroyer, Lucien Kins, has been ?red for refusing the vax and even being tested. Info from

China on what vax they are giving their military is probably not trustworthy. If Russia is vaxxing their defense forces, its not using USA

vaxxes, but then info from Putin is not reliable either. Keep in mind that both Russia and China put their own interests ?rst. They are not

global players with integrity. As for Taiwan, how many manned, armored, combat-ready air bases do we have there? My hunch is close

to zero.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I mentioned this about a month ago, when the Chinese were reportedly "sabor-rattling" on their border w India, and rying over the

island and mooring their warships beside Taiwanese ?shing vessels, book-ending and blocking the Taiwanese from leaving their

moorings. Unfortunately, US generals are apparently following the CDC and FDA, (to their own demise? who knows...)
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you may want to watch - very informative www.youtube.com/.../UClLDXIjo_7yQPG1Uqt-n4Wg   Dr David Martin "Ukraine and the

March to War"
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Max. Getting past the introductory part.

CMT367 - the US has several bases nearby...
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mRNA vaccinated people worldwide are products, patented goods, according to US law, “no longer human”. Esme Coetzee 10 Dec 2021

at 4:55 PM #63403 GMO HUMANS ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors/   All the Covid-19 “vaccine”

patents mention gene deletion. All the patents except one, mention “complimentary DNA” (cDNA). cDNA is a chimeric mRNA cocktail

that’s being coded into Human cells using arti?cial genetic sequences in cross-species genomics. According to the US Supreme Court

ruling in 2013, altering Humans with cDNA makes them patent eligible. The court documents show that cDNA is made using modi?ed

bacterium and Supreme Court judges ruled it patent eligible. This means that a plant, animal or Human, could be patented and owned if

?rst genetically modi?ed with cDNA.

Mark Steele summarized it perfectly by stating: In the US, the Supreme Court has ruled that vaccinated people worldwide are products,

patented goods, according to US law, no longer human. Through a modi?ed DNA or RNA vaccination, "the mRNA vaccination", the

person ceases to be human and becomes the OWNER of the holder of the modi?ed GEN vaccination patent, because they have their

own genome and are no longer “human” (without natural people), but “trans-human”, so a category that does not exist in Human Rights.

The quality of a natural person and all related rights are lost. This applies worldwide and patents are subject to US law. Since 2013, all

people vaccinated with GM-modi?ed mRNAs are legally trans-human and legally identi?ed as trans-human and do not enjoy any human

or other rights of a state, and this applies worldwide, because GEN-POINT technology patents are under US jurisdiction and law, where

they were registered.”
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veraromo
Joined On 6/29/2010 4:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirolanda, I think prison for Gates, Falsie, and Biden...is too kind. They need their shots, and they need their vocal cords cut...,( just like

Falsie did to the puppies) so we don’t have to listen to their lies anymore. Instead of sand reas, we can always use bed bugs.
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missygo
Joined On 8/5/2021 9:39:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is a sauna a form of nasal decontamination?  I have been using a sauna daily (30 min. with temps from 180-200 degrees) since the

beginning of the pandemic and I have not gotton sick. I follow each session with a freezing cold shower, as I heard that this drains the

lymphatic system.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cold showers after hot saunas put a helluva lotta stress on the body. Your diet and life style are more likely protecting you.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem with the tyrannical medical community is it's ALL ABOUT THE MONEY! They carry out the evil pharmaceutical kabal's drug

agendas that make them all wealthy. ALL vaccines CAUSE disease! What part of that does the world not understand? Not sure why Dr

Mac keeps calling the poison jabs "vaccines" when they are NOT vaccines!  They do NOT keep people from acquiring OR transmitting

ANY disease! The proper term for their poison jabs are "mRNA experimental biologic inoculation BIO WEAPON" !!!!!! The ONLY way this

psychotic madness stops is when WE stop it! I saw a bumper sticker on a truck yesterday that said "The only cure for 1984 is 1776". It's

coming!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arrest Biden.  Arrest Fauci and Gates.  And hold them all permanently in prison, for life without possibility of parole. Or send

them to the moon for safely sheltering in place, far away from society where they themselves, can infect Nobody. Then let them

contemplate what good their money does them, when on the moon and able to think just a little bit.

Quite seriously, here is something that gives me chills. When reading about bribes, followed by threats of job loss and this being

followed up, I have to say as before, this is violent criminal behavior. To threaten job loss for not taking an untested genetic

modi?cation shot is like holding a gun to peoples' head. "Submit or else!" Our taxes at work.

I shudder thinking of a true story I read about guys who lured a young gal into the woods, promising her pot. Then they tied her

up and stabbed her to death. Well what is going on here is similar, albeit slightly more subtle, yet it is in a similar vein. Don't the

common populations "get it"? Apparently they don't. Guess what. To submit to something under duress/coercion is a legal

argument against something, in court.
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed. I do think the reason Dr. Mac refers to them as vaccines is because if they shut him down completely, we won't be able to

?nd out new information in a timely manner that he has been tirelessly bringing to light almost daily. He is walking a ?ne line, in

my opinion, out of necessity. And it is not just the medical community of course. For a recent example of the psychotic tyrannical

thinking of some in the education community, check out the Dec. 7th post on FB of Mollie Paige Mumau, a Pennsylvania teacher

and member of the board of directors of the NEA. It rather left me speechless. *I'm not sure if Dr. Mercola allows links to be

posted? Search the name Mollie Mumau and it will come right up. This is a person on the board of the National Education

Association. Surreal.
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Cabochon
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There’s no party like the no party party. Merry Christmas from No.10  https://youtu.be/MXUi1vyWszs
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I thought that at ?rst, but Gates has all the money - and he's spitting money at everyone - the WHO - Fauci - prob. Brandon!   What

if it's not about the $$ - what if it IS about depopulation?  The doctor in 2009 was told by a female Head of State (two guesses

which one) that the culling has begun... but how will it truly be ushered in? (besides chemicals and food) --- a global mass vax.  

She (the doctor) said this in 2009.
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Cabochon - British politics - "the more it changes, the more it stays the same"
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I think you may be right, Stan. I long ago gave up thinking a vote for any particular party would make the slightest difference to

anything. And there’s Starmer the charmer, signed up member of the Trilateral Commission having a go at Bojo -  Pot Kettle

Black. The Tories continue to protect their money, investments, privilege and sense of entitlement as they have always done no

matter who is having a knees-up at No. 10. Some are born with entitlement, some have earned their entitlement and others have

entitlement thrust upon them.  Meanwhile Biden groupie girl First Monster in Scotland twirls her kilt to preserve her illusion of

power by prolonging the face diaper farce in de?ance of Wastemonster, leaving Bojo fair scunnert at the brazen cheek o’ the

lassie. Unlike Christmas 2020  - cancelled by Boris when a new variant of coronavirus was discovered, Christmas 2021 hangs in

the balance because a new variant of coronavirus has been discovered.  Plus ca change …..as you say, Stan.
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Thankyou again Dr Mercola for educating us.  At this point, all we can pray for is that the Republicans keep winning elections and that

PRESIDENT TRUMP returns to run our country, and to destroy the snowrake libtards that have made the plandemic happen.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It was not snowrake libtards that have made the plandemic happen. These idiots only allowed it to happen. The ones who did it

are hardened billionaire/trillionaire criminals that are out to kill the majority of mankind... in any way they can. Now they have this

"vaccine" technology and use it. Looks to me like one or more of those geriatric criminals got tired of waiting for their demented

NWO and ordered the culling of the human herd on the plantation. These psychos appear to have a need to come out and be

openly acknowledged as the world's absolute rulers before they go to hell. Calling the shots from behind the scenes or behind

the curtain seems no longer good enough. They want it now.
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So it would seem that this was never about Coronavirus or viruses, it was always about using their 2 part bio-weapon, Covid and then

the vaccines to move you from a human species to a non human species, where they, the Gods in charge, could have their ways with

you and exterminate you, to order, via their vaccines, or later on when they round those of you vaccinated left, up, for further

experimentation and probably making non humans which are part human and probably part machine, to be able to exist in space

without humanities faults and on Mars, for example, for longer than 4 years in the suns radiation, which would cause the death of non

altered humans, without any doubt.

So humanity is on the frontiers of space and the only way that humans are going to get there is with a vastly altered genetic and

physical footprint and what price then, the freedom you once enjoyed, but don't anymore, because you belong to the vaccine makers, to

do with as they please, because you are no longer human and don't have any rights, as below - and if that does not get up your crack,

then I guess nothing will, so good luck with that. If it helps, as part of the P?zer (and others) secret contracts, to get the vaccines, your

governments had to agree to give them military installations and embassies and we can only wonder why - well, you vaccinated, will

?nd out soon enough, I expect. I am really sorry, I wish there was good news I could give, but the reality of the situation is, that once

those vaccines are in you, you gave up the rights to be human, By Law and you are not considered Human any more - it just has not

happened yet and all, really and within one year - Shudder. Richard
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We know this about the vaccines, but what about those of us unvacksed who had Covid itself? Are we hybrid humans now, too?

Do we really recover or are we also on borrowed time, doomed to die from Faux-chee's HIV-like illnesses? Does the spike protein

completely clear our system? Does the virus itself cause RNA/DNA gene modi?cation and can we be owned like they say the

vacksed can be, due to these patented synthetic technologies residing permanently in their bodies? Does anybody even know???
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kassie - this is where you want to listen to Judy Mikovits - she explains interferon pathways and yes, you are going to be ?ne!  If

anything, you'll have natural immunity. Does anyone have stats on the people infected with the actual bioweapon?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the shots are killing people.  We know there are peaks in death rates at 48 hours, 2 weeks and 30 day.  We do not know the longer

terms, situations where they are contributing factors or complications, and generational effects.   The obsession with getting "boosted"

is much like an abusive marital relationship where the link cannot be broken even when a life is threatened.   I tend to trust my

experiences and observations over textbook instruction and party line propaganda.  (That is one thing I learned when recovering from

cancer--mainstream medicine is not always right.)  So many people are afraid to do their own research not conform.

My recent experiences are very distressing.  I have been out visiting people and dropping off gifts at Christmas time.  Not a single one

of my unvaxed friends has contracted covid.  A dear doctor friend living several states away has been ill, though.  She has other issues,

so it may not be entirely due to covid.)  We visited 4 people yesterday.  Each of them were proud to tell us they received the booster

recently.  Each of them also told us that, for one reason or another, they were having serious problems walking and were experiencing

other pains and neurological disorders.  None linked this to the shot  they had recently received.

It gets even worse.  We are considered pariahs for being unvaxed. I just got a call from a relative saying they were canceling family get

together plans for this Christmas because their extended family members have been diagnosed with covid.  Interestingly, it is the ones

who have been jabbed and most vociferous about condemning those of us who are unvaxed.  Meanwhile, family members they have

been associating with who are unvaxed remain healthy. Is this all merely a coincidence? I am further frustrated when people tell me

they are sick.  if I ask whether they have considered ivermectin and vitamin D, they become angry, tell me they do not believe in such

hocus-pocus, only modern medicine.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- True, we do not spend a lot of time around other people, but we do go into stores around cashiers who are in

constant contact with people, many of whom must surely be sick. We also shop at locations where no employee wears a mask

and it is optional for customers. Yet, none of these employess get sick--I assume most employees are unvaxed. My husband was

diagnosed with covid when his blood was tested--otherwise he would not have known he tested positive.  I am not sure there is

such a thing as symptomless? However, if he had it, I was exposed... yet I suffered no dire consequences, not even knowing if I

may have had covid.

Because of my age and cancer history, many people consider me a prime candidate for vax. However, I do not consider myself a

statistic. Out of the many people I know, it is the vaxed ones getting sick or experiencing severe adverse effects--that they do not

associate with the vaxine. Doctors say they cannot ID the cause. They question nothing. Yet it is my unvaxed friends who seem

to be remaining healthy throughout this plandemic. I must seriously question whether the vaxine is actually spreading disease

and making people susceptible to every other kind of health problem.

I also wonder whether there are good batches and bad batches (as recently happened in Vietnam where many young people died

after vaxination). Perhaps someone knows which batches are placebos? It has happened historically where preferred individuals

received good batches. You can chalk all of this up to conspiracy theory. It has been said that the difference between conspiracy

theory and reality is one year. I am strong and healthy while many are slowly dying. I believe things happen for a reason. I work

hard, am often outdoors, eat healthy food I produce, take supplements, vit D, etc. I am doing something right. I am tired of being

lied to. Liars are not trustworthy. I will trust my own intuition and the healing power of nature. I am noncompliant
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MariaBedard
Joined On 12/2/2021 11:30:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What can a person who has gotten the vaccine or is being forced into getting it due to remove the toxins? Does apple pectin work?

Someone PLEASE tell me what to do for my loved ones?!
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps this link may be helpful for you?  thefreedomarticles.com/covid-shot-detox-natural-ways-to-detoxify-vacci..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! Apple pectin may work. So will NAC, high dose vit C, quercetin plus zinc, many ways to overcome some symptoms. Suggest

you may want to wander over to Dr Bryan Ardis website, as he has teamed up with Dr Thomas Levy to show how to use protocols

to "cancel the spike" Here's a recent paper: orthomolecular.org/.../v17n24.shtml
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You cant detox this mRNA vaccine. However certain things should assist to minimize blood clots such as enzymes (i.e

Serraenzyme), high dose vitamin C, ?sh oils etc. rrealrose - thanks for the link.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've read that Ivermectin is helpful post jab as may block spike protein
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a killer jab, all right.  I count the obituaries in the Toronto Star every Saturday.  There were eighty deaths this week.  I have been

counting them for about three months.  It has been over sixty for a while, went down last week to ?fty or so, and this week was the

biggest death count so far.  But no one is reporting the anomalies.  I bet they were all vaxxed, with booster shots to boot! But the people

are waking up.  I speak to some of the jabbed when I meet them on my morning dog walk.  They are telling me that there is no way they

are getting the booster.  Twice was enough.  This seems to rerect in the paper hyping the boosters with the boom of fear, fear, and

more fear.  There is blood on their hands. The following was sent to me outlining the government approaches to the forced jabs, and the

illegality of it all. thinkwithmabellemichelle.wordpress.com/2021/11/26/oag-employee-questio..
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Joined On 9/15/2010 2:10:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too am noticing lots of people dying in their 40s and 50s but some in their 20s, 30s, and 60s "died unexpectedly" in their home.

Numbers are way higher than usual.
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The notion of healthcare in this country has been turned on its head. In both Ayurveda, India' ancient health system, and Traditionl

Chinese Medicine (TCM) the emphasis is on treating mind body and spirit as a whole and on prevention. Western medicine tends to

focus on treating symptoms of disease once it occurs. As a result medicine has become just another pro?t oriented business. That

Covid shots are killing people, many more than an actual virus, is certainly true and has been proven. Now the medical establishment in

cahoots with the powers that be want to turn being human into a disease and being healthy into a form of terrorism. If they succeed

then it will be up to each of us to claim our own health and protect it whatever the odious consequences, whatever the cost. I know that

I am willing to protect my own health even unto death because frankly what would the point be of living in such a world.
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ironically, Dr Andreas Noack, just prior to his violent death for knowing too much about the Covid scam, said his PhD in organic

chemistry from a German university explained that graphene hydroxide was responsible for the clotting aberration, not spike protein.

His doctorate was in the study of graphene chemistry, I think he'd know what the scoop was. We won't be able to question Noack, of

course, thanks to his personal tragedy.
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que1888
Joined On 8/3/2015 3:42:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

La Quinta Columna reported graphene oxide in the kills shots over 1 1/2 years ago.  And just recently now found graphene oxide

in DENTAL numbing medications.  I predict nearly any injectables at this point are full of poisons.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chinese technical papers dating from around 2016 were mentioning the bene?ts of graphene oxide for its ability to easily travel

to every cell in the body. Suspect they may already have been using it in their seasonal ru shots...I got the link to several

explanations from an early Quinta Coumna article or presentation. Elsivier had assembled a special report on this for covid-19.

Jaw dropping.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Add to all that the now-clear ?nding that the shots offer only limited protection for a very short time". This is utter INSANITY! The

nanobot shots offer no protection, whatsoever. So...these people already, are "not sick". So, then they take the shot to "protect" them

and they are STILL "not sick". The only thing that's changed is; now, their chances of getting sick, even dying, are greatly increased! I

think it's worth noting that the spike protein is "synthetic". I for one, will never accept anything synthetic to be injected into my body!
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My thought exactly. I recently calculated my chances of not dying if contracting corvid with the latest data I could ?nd. At 76 yom

I have a 99.6% chance of surviving. That is without taking into account the fact that I have no comorbidities which makes a huge

difference. And, not considering that my D3 level as tested by Grass Roots Health was 58 ng/mL last week. As per their D

Calculator I took 25k IU of D3 the last three days which should have raised my level to ~80 ng/mL. My point is: If I were to get

vaxxed and be infected and survive, all the credit would go to the vaxxine! Same thing is happening with all the vaxxed if they

survive infection, except a lot of them are having serious adverse events, including death. We're living in an insane Clown World.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy - Your Canadian Dr. Byram Bridle who studies vaccn safety, in a late-summer interview on the street in Guelph,

(someone had posted a link in late Nov) said about a 4-1/2 months ebcacy. But we have no idea how many got a saline shot,

which have been reported from numerous sources on both sides of the pond. Those lucky people got nothing, nada, zip

protection.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy - when I explained this simple concept, I was told main stream garbage: BUT, if you do get sick... everything is BUT ... But

I'm NOT sick and haven't been, and have been exposed seriously twice, but really who knows?  It's probably been much more.

Mike - I said the exact same thing.  My SO is vaxxed, I am not.  We both haven't gotten covid.   - How the heck do they 'do'

statistics on something like this?  I have been exposed twice and not gotten it.  He was exposed once not vaccinated and once

having been vaxxed.  Neither of us got it.  Again - how did 'they' ?gure the stats on this.  Main stream news would have you

believe it's very catchy and you'll be dead in two days - literally terrifying people into bullying others.  It's a mad game that has me

looking at other countries!

Rrose - if only people understood that signing up for the shot means signing up for boosters - I know they aren't pushing them as

hard as they want because people aren't going to want boosters every six months - and 'they' know of side effects and want to

put distance between more disabilities and deaths.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table salt in a mug of warm clean water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire

mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning noon

and night, or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and rush away, washing your

hands afterwards, until when you do this simple cure, you don't have any soreness at all, when you rush - job done. Also swallow a

couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia there too. This simple salt

water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before the viruses

mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure. I have been doing this simple cure for over 27 years and I am

and others never sick from viruses and there is no reason why any of you should be either - when your only alternative are those

vaccines!!

To Almond - they are side effects of the vaccines and they will all be dead within 2 years You "friend me" here and provide me with your

email address and I will send you as much info as you need to establish what has happened to them and why, etc. In the meantime, they

are all now "Non Human" without any human rights, if you read my posts below, bearing in mind the killers behind this are now starting

on your kids, 5 years old and up - if you think of the killers humanity as being like the nearest rock you pick up, that's about it, I would

guess. Meantime I will post my free salt water cure, which is the get out card for all of you humans, who have not been made

non-human by the vaccine jabs, in my next post, above.
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raheemavernet
Joined On 8/2/2020 5:54:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is called "nasal irrigation" and you do it the very hard way! There is a very easy way to do it without pain. It is called also

"Jala neti" in ayurvedic medicine. There are lots of videos on YouTube using the neti pot but you can use many other things, like a

syringe or a pipette. Here is one study about this technique: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC2778074
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since 2013, all people vaccinated with GM-modi?ed mRNAs are legally trans-human and legally identi?ed as trans-human and do not

enjoy any human or other rights of a state, and this applies worldwide, because GEN-POINT technology patents are under US

jurisdiction and law, where they were registered.” blogs.scienti?camerican.com/guest-blog/new-supreme-court-decision-rul..   2013

USA In a unanimous decision last month, the Supreme Court ruled that naturally occurring genes are not patentable. But, said the Court,

cDNA, a man-made copy of the genetic messenger in cells, is patentable.

On June 13, 2013, the United States Supreme Court brought an end to the long and drawn-out legal battle over the question of whether

isolated gene sequences are eligible subject matter for patent protection. In Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics1

the U.S. Supreme Court reached a rare unanimous decision. Breaking with decades of U.S. Patent and Trademark Obce (USPTO)

practice, and showing no deference to the USPTO, the Court held that an isolated DNA molecule is not patent-eligible subject matter, if

its nucleotide sequence is identical to a naturally occurring gene sequence. In contrast, an isolated DNA molecule with a sequence that

is different from any naturally occurring gene sequence, such as a complementary DNA (cDNA), expressly remains patent-eligible.

www.cbsnews.com/news/blackstone-private-equity-ancestry-com-dna/   Blackstone announced it was paying $4.7 billion to acquire

Ancestry.com, a pioneer in pop genetics that was launched in the 1990s to help people ?nd out more about their family heritage.

Ancestry’s customers get an at-home DNA kit that they send back to the company. Ancestry then adds that DNA information to its

database and sends its users a report about their likely family history.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We know how to cure mild, moderate, and severe cases of COVID. Mild cases are easily cured by improving healthiness, which also

moderates more severe cases. Moderate cases are prevented and cured by antiviral actions and medicines. Severe cases are those

where the patient's body is severely damaged by the virus or has a severe reaction to the infection or treatment, requiring different

types of cures, that support the body, moderate the negative reactions - it often being too late to focus our energies on the viral

infection.

Our bodies know how to heal the damage caused by COVID, but healthy actions improve the speed and effectiveness of the cures. Every

individual cure of COVID is an individual case, a unique story, an anecdote. Unfortunately, our current medical paradigm ignored

anecdotal data. Our statistics show over 240 million COVID cases as RECOVERED, not a single case of cured. We have, obcially, no

ability to cure vaccine damage, because vaccine damage is not acknowledged as a disease. Vaccines, are considered a preventative.

Those aspects of vaccination that reduce healthiness, even those aspects that kill, are simply ignored.

Our medical systems are blind to cures. All cases of cured are simply ignored. Treatments that cure are ignored because cured cannot

be recognized and also because our weak de?nition of disease prevents us from knowing a case has been cured. Is exposure a case of

disease? Is an infection with no medical consequences a case of disease? Is an asymptotic infection that shows, medically, some

minor negative consequences a disease? A mild case of COVID iss a curable disease? Is a moderate case of COVID one disease,

requiring one cure, or might it consist of multiple cases of disease, requiring multiple cure actions? Is a very severe case of COVID,

resulting in ARDS, hospitalization, pneumonia, and treatment PTSD requires several actions. Vaccine damage can be as complex

COVID, requiring multiple cures. But we don't study cure.
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correct me if I am wrong versatile, - "cures" were previously considered mystical and magical - as the visit to Lourdes and other

holy sites were considered pilgrimages that invited curative restoration - mankind has always sought cures with the invocation of

paranormal powers invested in magical healers - many have healing powers through touch or transcendental surgeries - there

have been many instances listed in Lyell Watson's interesting book "The Romeo Error" - www.amazon.com/.../0385097670
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stanleybecker: Our medical systems never study simple cures. Hippocrates: “Diseases which arise from repletion are cured by

depletion; and those that arise from depletion are cured by repletion; and in general, diseases are cured by their contraries.” We

cure malnutrition of many variations, with nutrition. We cure stiffness caused by exercise - with rest, and stiffness caused by rest

with exercise. We cure obesity by eating less and smoker's cough by stopping smoking. None of these cures are medical. They

cures are trivial - so we ignore them.  

Hippocrates also said: "What cannot be cured by medicaments is cured by the knife, what the knife cannot cure is cured with the

searing iron, and whatever this cannot cure must be considered incurable." This is straight out cure denial, a common feature of

medical bureaucracies. The Hippocratic Oath is mostly a bureaucratic oath designed to protect the reputation of doctors, not

patients. The Romeo Error, aka "The Biology of Death," an interesting book, is not about cure, has few references to cure. None

are assessed scienti?cally.  The book is without a useful theory of cure:

Health is whole. An illness is a hole in our healthiness. A cure ?lls the hole. Most cures come from health. The common cold,

inruenza, measles, COVID, scurvy, beriberi, poisoning, smoker's cough are only cured by health. When we wait too long, they

cause more urgent and more serious conditions, more dibcult to cure. We seek  cures with "the invocation of paranormal powers

invested in magical healers", when healthy and medical actions fail, when the natural cure is dibcult. We ignore the easy cures

and dismiss the dibcult ones as miracles. Doctors, who cannot cure , most diseases - like "smoker's cough", ?nd the miracle

label convenient. Most miracle cures come from healthy change, often from the pilgrimage. Their sudden appearance is false .

Many pilgrims die. Death is not a miracle, not news, except for bureaucratic COVID propaganda.
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Improving ‘healthiness’ prevents COVID, and reduces symptoms in some cases to the point a person doesn’t know they were

infected.  ‘Healthiness’ requires a healthy diet and lifestyle, which many do not have.  Severe cases of COVID were among

smokers and obese.  Age didn’t seem to reduce ‘healthiness’ unless the person had underlying conditions, resulting from a poor

diet and life style. Those who subscribe completely to allopathic medicine don’t know what a healthy diet and lifestyle entails.

 They eat as directed by their government and are suffering from epidemic levels of chronic disease, including heart disease,

diabetes, and cancer.  

When they develop chronic disease they return to their allopathic doctor for a treatment, not a cure because this is prohibited in

allopathic medicine.  The treatments themselves result in sickness which often requires an alternate treatment.  This is the Big

Pharma revenue model which many are sighed up for. Only when people take responsibility for their own health do they have a

chance of becoming healthy.  They need to ?rst realize the danger of allopathic medicine.  If we can get people to see this, it can

be life changing.
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Yes, solitairecat: but these cures are simply ignored. This common error is based on the simplistic mantra "Prevention is better

than cure." stated as if preventatives cannot cure. Many preventative actions cure: healthy nutrition, exercise, communities. Many

preventatives cannot cure at all: seatbelts, helmets, and vaccines.  Our medical system does not recognize a single "preventative

cure" as Vitamin C prevents scurvy and cures scurvy, as Vitamin D prevents severe COVID and cures severe COVID if

administered in time. We study the effects of Vitamin D "treatments" but not its cures. No current medical reference

recommends Vitamin C as a "cure" for scurvy, instead recommending it as a "treatment".

healthicine.org/.../why-cant-we-cure-scurvy  

It's more complicated. When our medical systems encounter cures, the cures are often simply ignored. Most clinical studies do

not contain a de?nition of cured and cures, when they occur, are out of scope. The classic example is a study of homeopathic

remedies for warts, which found many cures on the treatment and placebo arms. What to do? Researchers simply repeated the

study, but without a test for "CURED" and voila - the homeopathic treatment provided no more bene?ts "statistically" than the

placebo. Mission accomplished. The scienti?c goal was not to cure, but to dismiss cases of cured.

healthicine.org/wordpress/clinical-studies-cant-cure-warts-or-cancer-e..  

In the theory of cure, when we have an illness, we cure by addressing the "present cause" of the illness. Past causes cannot be

accessed unless they are also present. When a cure occurs, it occurred because we somehow addressed the present-cause. To

?nd cures we need to recognize them and study them. Studying medicines that don't cure is pro?table, but useless.

Unfortunately, most diseases are incurable because they consist of multiple illnesses, often multiple layers of illness.
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Another great article reposted at www.notmyarm.com
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If you go to: www.sotn.com  (State of the Nation) there is an article on: "How to Detox From Graphene Oxide."  This stuff is in the

vaccines and the chemtrails....It will detroy your immune system....stateofthenation.co    The "G-5" cell phone towers will react with the

magnetic properties of the Graphene Oxide and do great harm to your body as well.
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I’d like to know where to ?nd statistical evidence of the 15 month time frame as well. I wonder if this time frame would also be the same

for the shedding?  I’ve been able to locate info on the shedding dangers but no time frames.
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Prevention is easier than cure. Once a poison is in the body and gene change it is harder to reverse, but natural help is awesome.

People who went to the hospital may get ventilator/R and M drug/antibiotics etc.. which may hurt them, but make the hospital money.

Pine needles may help and detoxing Al etc.. in the shot/restoring Zn and low minerals according to a hair test/Vit D3/Vit C/?sh oil/Vit A

and more that help the immune system. People are not hearing the truth like those who took Chemo which killed all but 3%. They died

from the treatment not the cancer. Dead people don't talk. So people keep doing Chemo etc.. and die. They keep taking the vaccine

seeing others who may have gotten salt water or celebrities who got no shot and thought they would be ok. They need to see/hear the

truth. When people die they think the Corona virus did it, not the treatment.
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I haven't gotten the jab and was exposed so many times over the past year and a half.  Finally got me in early November.  Tested

positive with a home test and immediately began my ivermectin protocol.  What really saved me was having my nebulizer ready to go

with hydrogen peroxide and saline (thank you, Dr. Mercola!!).  Immediately made me cough up everything that was in my lungs and

restored my oxygen levels to 97-99.  I did still have ?ve days of awful fever, which really ramped up my tinnitus.  Lost taste and smell for

about a week.  I'm disgusted that the MSM and powers-that-be have turned Americans against each other instead of uniting us against

the nation that did this to us (with help from some of our own).  This virus is insidious and if I hadn't done my research and been

prepared thanks to comments here and articles from Dr. Mercola, I don't know how well I would have fared.
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I hope this link works.  I picked (at random) a real person from vaers who died.  He was just 26 years old, and is one of thousands.

 openvaers.com/.../1919107
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I’m trying to clear up my uncertainty about the COVID injections.  You say that those at highest risk of dying from COVID-19 are those at

the highest risk of dying from the injections.  I’ve read elsewhere many physicians generally opposed to the injections recommend them

for the elderly and the immuno-compromised.  If these populations are at a risk with injections similar to their risk of dying from COVID,

are these physicians mistaken in their advice?  I’m 68 and in excellent health.  I personally believe, for me, the risk from the shots is

greater than the risk from COVID, given my health status and knowledge of all the supplements and therapeutics you’ve covered so well

in your newsletters.  Is it fair to say the shots are of no health bene?t to anybody?  Is there a gray area perhaps?
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There is no gray area for potentially changing your DNA. As one said in this comment section, let's give those doctors the bene?t

of the doubt: they are treading a ?ne line if they do not want to be totally censored or called "anti-vaxers". So they will still say

that the elderly could take the shot. However, just use common sense, if the shot is harming everybody including the young,

obviously, it is also harming the old. Yes, the shot is of no health bene?ts for anybody, and people should think more about the

big picture. There is indeed another agenda at play here. If you missed it, just ponder about what Catherine Austin Fitts is saying

here: www.bitchute.com/.../lb8cqIzyxtiN
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I bet some of the work shortages are people being too sick to work because of being Vaxxed, especially tough manual labor jobs.

Driving-type jobs are really hard and so many people depend on it right now. You don't want to be driving a big truck when you feel

neurologically messed up!
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I ran into two different friends within the last week who had similar experiences. They both had been Vaxxed, they both had recently

contracted Covid and recovered, and they are both none too keen on getting Boosters anytime soon. They both laughed it off and

compared it to a cold or ru like you would get back in the good, old days. Remember? You would putter around your house in pajamas

and drink a lot of orange juice and watch movies and try to get better while your boss harangued to get back to work!

When you actually worked with real live people and didn't have your head stuck up a computer screen doing Lord knows what! So what

is to become of these people if they are now all set and don't want or need to get Boosted? Are they not allowed to attend the Dave

Grohl Christmas concert? Perhaps now people that have absolutely no reason on Earth to get this injection will still be encouraged to do

so in order to maintain the positive spirit of this important Community effort, and not be a glaring example of Common Sense.
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I would have much more respect for these doctors who are questioning the bogus "vaxine" if they would acknowledge that the "virus"

has never been isolated, therefore no variants can even be proven to exist. Even if they don't want to investigate the fallacy of germ

theory, how can they go on about something that can't be proven real?? Tom Cowan and a multitude of other doctors are on the right

track but never mentioned here.
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Those doctors have not gone so far as to question the germ theory, if not they would have changed their practice. Another point

is, if they want to be heard by the masses, they can't really say yet that the virus has never been isolated.
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I had covid 19 in July/August of this year. It was a strange thing. Pains in strange places, like in one leg along the shinbone which I

imagined was a clot or many clots and it wasnt, no saliva at all in my mouth in the mornings especially, tinnitus in one ear, general

weakness on getting up from bed, absolutely no appetite for 2 weeks, I lost weight and went into ketosis so I lost around 3 kilos in 15

days not out of choice. No loss of smell or taste. Then my hair started falling out, in clumps all over my head. It was seriously scary.  

Anyhow I was being treated by a super Lithuanian GP turned alternative practitioner, who told me not to worry as he'd heard this had

happened to quite a few people and that it would all grow back - hmmm, I'm still waiting !!  I am using a treatment on my hair and little

by little it is growing back in baby hairs. I can only assume that the ketosis was the cause of the hairloss and also all 10 nails on my

hands have a ridge on them now. Anyone else have these weird symptoms ? I did a lateral row test at the beginning of this and then

another when I felt I'd recovered and they were accurate. I am ?ne now, in fact even better than before the dreaded covid, more energy,

clearer thinking and no jabs thank you very much.
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"On November 30, H.R. 550, a federal bill passed in the U.S. House of Representatives.  The bill, “Immunization Infrastructure

Modernization Act of 2021,” would expand state and local health department vaccine-tracking systems to monitor the vaccination

status of American citizens. States would provide the information to the federal government. The bill may be dibcult to stop as it

already has bipartisan support. It passed the House with the support of 294 U.S. Representatives, including all Democrats and 80

Republicans.  H.R. 550 is now under consideration by the U.S. Senate where, if passed, it could be implemented in under 12 months.

H.R. 550 would lead to a monumental invasion of our rights as American citizens. It would set an incredibly dangerous precedent and

could lead to more vaccine mandates, and more restrictions of services and healthcare for the unvaccinated. The bill also creates a

mechanism for federal, state and local governments to enforce vaccine passports and possibly no-ry lists. And it would be costly to

taxpayers — it appropriates $400 million dollars to expand vaccine tracking. Part of this money would be spent on grants and

cooperative agreements to state or local governmental entities that agree to adopt the new data collection guidelines set by the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

It’s imperative that we work to educate our Senators on why this legislation poses an unprecedented threat to freedom and liberty, and

how it will lead to an unconstitutional invasion of privacy and loss of medical freedom. Once freedoms are lost, they’re nearly

impossible and extremely costly to regain through legal action. The time to act on this is now!"

childrenshealthdefense.salsalabs.org/action-alert-hr-550-2?wvpId=68a94..
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I don't know if it's too late once a person gets even one jab. Buyers' remorse I'm hearing. It will be interesting to see what happens as

time goes by - are we going to see mass extinction (as Bill Gates prays for - whatever "God" he prays to, it's not mine). People think if

they felt a little bad but feel ?ne now think we are crazy, but they are a ticking time bomb.
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So while the government is pushing a FAILED experiment, legislation (H.R. 550) that will be the "end all" lockdown on American citizens

has bipartisan support and could be implemented within one year.  That's it - end game done.  The most failed experiment perpetrated

on mankind (contributing to/causing autoimmune disorders, SIDS, cancer and beyond...) will now be demanded and controlled by the

government via enforced vaccine passports and no ry lists, etc. YOWZA.  And just when I thought I'd seen it all.
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Dying from the shot. Wasn't that the entire point?
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the needle is the point
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Joined On 8/19/2021 8:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My nephew got the shot for work in Sep he just got Covid right before Thanksgiving. I am sure since he had less then 6 months of

immunity they will say it is a variant.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My own growing emphasis is on the celebrating the strength in the pan-human immune system. It makes me safe, always knowing that

personal safety is relative.  And, related to that, something like communal recognition of our deep connection and belonging within a

divine cosmic mystery.  I don't trust the science as currently constituted. I  trust our conscious connection and our ability to collectively

learn and grow.  Andrew
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mandibular
Joined On 2/6/2013 9:10:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This evil is NOT an "accident". This does nothing more than show, (or SHOULD show), the frightening power of the Central Bank Clan on

"our" government and through it's power here, the entire world. Thus, through Central Bank Clan censorship via their "media" they have

set us up for destruction. Rather sounds like another "victim" of the Central Bank clan's treachery - One USSR, the literal global beating

heart of Marxist/Bolshevik Communism that Roosevelt bankrupted us and killed millions DEFENDING.
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Jacqui_203
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:29:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google Catherine Austin Fitz - she's knows all about Central Bankers.
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What Can We Learn From
the 1918 Pandemic?
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The British researcher Craig Paardekooper has released more videos on Bitchute detailing his excel analysis of the VAERS database

showing that as well as a planned temporal component to the most toxic of the batches of "vaccines" there appears to be an

alphabetical component too.  All of this would explain why, if the jabs are so dangerous, haven't millions of people already  been killed

or disabled by them.  They are being unleashed upon us in a controlled manner. Here's a link to just one video.  Please check out the

rest. www.bitchute.com/.../vImdZ7WsV9iW
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I talked to an old friend yesterday and we haven’t spoken with each other in a while and she told me that she got the Moderna jab and is

going to get the booster. She has diabetes and high blood pressure and very overweight. I told her about the dangers of it, but I think

she will still get the booster. I don’t understand her ignorance about it. I know more people that got it than people that haven’t gotten it. I

thought oh no not another one. People are letting themselves get poisoned.  ( I have to correct a comment I made yesterday. I said that I

didn’t believe the elites will do that to us. What I meant was that I can’t believe that they think we will be happy with nothing. I wrote that

comment yesterday when I was very sleepy)
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With those conditions its almost certain she will kill herself. Speak forcefully.  We need to scare these people more than the

MSM.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tullulah3, Unfortunately its dibcult nay impossible to change peoples thinking. My friend took two jabs i told her before you don't

need jabs its not a dangerous virus.  I stressed you don't need a booster jab and ru shot she was offered those.  I again explained

the best I could. My friend is prone to asthma so her answer was " I think I will still get the booster and ru vaccines anyway"

Yesterday she went to hospital, she has blood clots on her lungs a lung infection and in pain. She is on blood thinners oxygen and

antibiotics. The hospital won't let me in to see her because I am unvaxxed.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MoMac I’m so sorry about your friend. Hopefully she will get better soon. This thing is so scary and all these deaths and sickness

are for nothing. It shouldn’t have ever happened.

Lionel I will start sending her articles about it and keep letting her know how dangerous it is
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mohair3
Joined On 8/31/2021 8:50:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know two women who got the vaccine and both are constantly sick now.  My friend complained of the same symptoms as

Covid...tightening chest and feeling like she had the ru.  But you can't tell them anything...they think the gov't knows all.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cmeshine My daughter also had a virus in October 2020 unvaxxed and survived and is ?ne. We (my family) are all still and will continue

to be unvaxxed. No death jab for us.
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is amazing that Dr. McCullough is still being able to speak freely. God bless him, Dr. Mercola, all the FLDR's and any other doctor who

is doing their own research and speaking out.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you listen to the Covid- Revealed series, Dr. McCullough tells how he has been harrassed, sued, lost positions at several

hospitals, and is working for a private group right now. ..not sure when they will have a replay weekend.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola community for your knowledge, wisdom, and courage. For me, as a Professional

Engineer I have strived  to create solutions based on asking legitimate questions and thinking. Conduct "due diligence" with the

"reasonable and prudent man/woman" standard of care.  Make reasonable "risk assessments" then have the stones to  believe in your

solution.  Take ownership.  And know who to trust. With the understanding and belief that if you put forth your best effort, your heart

and soul, towards the endeavor, the Universe will always have your back. Fight the good ?ght. We are all in this together.  We must all

?ght the good ?ght against the forces of darkness.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ADE???   www.reuters.com/world/us/most-reported-us-omicron-cases-have-hit-fully..
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

or the bioweapon is the vaccination itself
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, it appears to be yet another vaccine-escape variant. Not sure if it falls under ADE, as this is the over-response by the "victim"

the person whose body is already primed by the shot, and this new series of symptoms seems more contageous yet much

milder. So all the additional booster shots?? Are these yet another a giant mistake (in the string of missteps and apparent

genocidal "public health" directions)? Who knows what will happen over the holidays.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is cDNA? www.sciencedirect.com/.../complementary-dna   cDNA stands for complementary DNA. It is a form of DNA synthesized

arti?cially by messenger RNA (mRNA) that serves as a template in the presence of reverse transcriptase enzyme. In most eukaryotes,

genomic DNA contains many genes composed of exons and introns. Exons are the coding sequences while introns make the

non-coding part of the genome. Generally, during the gene expression, sense DNA sequence transcribes into an mRNA sequence before

producing a protein. When making a mature mRNA, a splicing mechanism removes all the intron sequences. Hence, mature mRNA does

not contain introns or the non-coding sequences.

Moreover, mRNA of eukaryotic cells can be extracted and puri?ed in order to make cDNA. The enzyme; reverse transcriptase catalyzes

the synthesis of cDNA from these puri?ed eukaryotic mRNA. After constructing cDNA from mRNA, they can then be cloned DNA is an

important polymer that makes our genome. On the other hand, cDNA is another form of DNA that is important to make cDNA libraries

and produce proteins that are hardly express. mRNA is used to make cDNA. Hence, cDNA does not contain introns. But DNA contains

introns. Thus, it is the key difference between DNA and cDNA. DNA is useful for constructing genomic DNA libraries while cDNA is

useful for constructing cDNA libraries. Since cDNA does not contain introns, cDNA is shorter than DNA. Most importantly, DNA is

double-stranded while cDNA is single-stranded. This summarizes the difference between DNA and cDNA. LovingLifeTV
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's getting more and more dibcult to go places near where I live because only the vaxed are allowed in to many places. Just about

everyone I know has gotten 2 or 3 jabs and I haven't heard any complaints from them. I tell them the side affects are coming but they

just poo poo it. My life is getting very restricted by the mandates and I may have to get the jab just so I can do the things I want to do.

It's either that or move and that won't be easy.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The pressure will continue to mount. However, you know the dangers of the ‘jab’ and are you willing to take the risk? Autoimmune

diseases take years to develop.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do not comply....hold your stance. Your life is much more valuable than being allowed into places....?nd people who think like

you and hang out with them....there are a wealth of opportunities out there to explore. Life will not be worth living if you cave and

follow the weak majority. To date, I have never had a test, I think I had Covid in October but I did not and will not participate in

their useless tests, and other measures...have not worn a mask anywhere since last February and I whistle and smile every time I

am inside...of course, to provoke! :-).

Sure, if you don't have a Covid certi?cate, you cannot go indoors to most events and cafes...so what!! I I will not be a part of their

control system. I cook better than most, and my friends and I organize our own events, outside and in....it is all possible. Do not

let them tell you what to do. Ever. Never! It is simply not worth it...the risks are too great! And don't bother with spreading what

you know to be facts and truthful data with the sheep....if they haven't ?gured it out yet, they never will ...save your energy on

living your best life and share that with like minded souls! God speed, and have faith everything will turn right side up once

again....it is not easy I know, but right now there is no other alternative!
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EddieVedder
Joined On 5/11/2021 5:11:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As has been mentioned here many, many times, nasal sprays (example: viraldine.com) are very effective for both preventing

infection by the virus but also transmission of the virus. It seems that this is both much safer but also more effective than the

'vaccines'.  Any rational person would consider you less a threat and better protected from illness than a 'vaccinated' person. Of

course it would help if mainstream media would put this out there, but we have seen that only the 'obcial' narrative and

recommendation are ?t to print.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you have to show proof of vaccination to be able to go into places or is it just he honor system?
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM
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Agreed with eileenruth. Excellent post.
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mohair3
Joined On 8/31/2021 8:50:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People I know that have gotten the vaccine, have Covid-like symptoms for a couple days, but they come and go.  Who wants to

be sick on a regular basis even if for one day.  Not me.  It messed with their immune systems because they were never sick

before the vaccine.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grilles - I know of (10) vaccine injured people & given my relatively small sphere of contacts, that is signi?cant.  (2) developed

shingles, (3) developed blood clots (one requiring brain surgery), (3) developed heart issues, one is now paralyzed from the waist

down & con?ned to a wheelchair, & one developed a rash all over his neck & chest.
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raheemavernet
Joined On 8/2/2020 5:54:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Obliging people to get the jab in exchange for things they should be able to do freely is "chantage", and "chantage" in all its forms

is evil. There are countries you can't buy groceries or go to any chop if you do not have the pass. Yet, do you really want to make

concessions with evil?
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canberra (Australian Capital Territory) - 97% double jabbed! Can hardly believe that high rate.  Anyway, the unvaxxed have same

access, no sign in, no mask, no VAX PASS required anywhere!
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niadara82
Joined On 1/15/2010 5:08:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any ideas for vaccinated people which blood tests could show ongoing damage? I understand d dimer has to be done no later than 5

days post vax.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m hearing that Fluvoxamine is another off-label use drug with huge potential. Anyone know about that one?  Combatting the

brainwashed is getting quite exhausting. But the more I see of the propaganda (and the side effects) the more essential it becomes.

 We were told our friends’ Christmas party required proof of vax (fortunately our other friends do not) . The lines are becoming clearer,

and I'm sad, because this division is exactly what “they” want. Even my brainwashed CNN watching relatives are trying to convince us to

put this experimental drug into our teens. I have had to share horror stories with my gullible 14 year old to be sure he won’t agree to

Grandma taking him for his “jab”! He thinks I’m a weirdo conspiracy theorist who watches right-wing media :(
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

weehen - here is some information on Fluvoxamine...stevekirsch.substack.com/.../ruvoxamine-for-covid-what-you-need
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Fromseatoshiningsea! (Great username!)
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9ellie1
Joined On 1/3/2011 11:15:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In my quest to ?nd out how to turn off the spike protein production for the vaxxed - I ran across this very exciting little blippy in my book

“DMSO Nature’s Healer”,  pg. 59. paragraph 4 – “It is thought that DMSO dissolves a virus organism’s coating of protein and leaves it

unprotected with only its core of nuclei acid exposed to the immune mechanism…….”  Wa-hoo!!!  I'm really excited about exploring this

more.   I asked Dr. M for an article.
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder how hard it would be to have a zoom account in which they don't know who you are.  That would be a good reason to be able to

make payments anonymously, a thing which is the goal of these devils to prevent.  For the moment, we could still use a friend or

acquantance to create an account for us and reimburse him/her with cash.  That would seem to be one of the things they want to put a

stop to.  Anybody trying to avoid their censorship.
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The cia, fbi and homeland security are highly against secret money exchange; think terrorist funding… Go to his website and

donate there. If you’re concerned about identity, pull cash from your acct, go to some random store & buy a money order then

mail it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/11/2021 5:07:19 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every computer has an IP address.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/11/2021 9:14:57 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look into going online using a personal VPN - for right now.
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marni_a
Joined On 4/19/2010 11:52:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK, big question, Dr. M. in the video is referring to his observations of the vaxxes and he said after the clinical trials, this and that. Well I

had always read that the clinical trials are NOT over till 2023! Am I missing something big here? I don't disagree with his ?ndings just

that point because as we well know, any point of deviation from absolute truth is leaped upon by the left.
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que1888
Joined On 8/3/2015 3:42:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

La Qunita Columna researchers now report that they've found graphene oxide and other structures in DENTAL numbing medications.  I

cancelled all future dental work.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s scary
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m not taking this poison but does the J&J shot have the same spike protein effect?
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHY would you take this garbage that does NOT keep you from acquiring OR transmitting ANY disease? QUIT TAKING DRUGS

PERIOD!
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

J&J has the same spike.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mdbrown7111 - yes, the J& J vaccine creates the spike protein too, but by a different mode of delivery.
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is post vaccination spike protein production synonomous with shedding or does it occur mostly shortly after injection?
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FlyingGromit
Joined On 6/14/2021 10:43:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I caught Covid from my vaccinated girlfriend and found that the Hebrew University in Israel recommended Feno?brate as better

alternative to Hydroychloroquine.  Feno?brate combined with the supplement Quercetin and Ivermectin and keeping my vitamin D level

up cured me in 3 days.     Has anyone else used Feno?brate and Quercetin ?
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never heard of "feno?brate" what is it.
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MusicMan2552
Joined On 2/5/2021 10:50:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don’t “catch” anything from anyone  Contagion is a myth (Dr Thomas Cowan) Read it It’s been proven it’s a fallacy of Germ

Theory
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, transmission from the vaxxed is entirely possible, although people are referring to this as "shedding".
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LazarusLong
Joined On 1/18/2008 11:45:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will someone point to the source for Dr McCullough's statement that the spike protein persists for 15 months? This is hugely important.

How is this occurring? How does the mRNA persist, and how does the ribosome keep producing the protein?
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ElMinetero
Joined On 10/8/2010 7:29:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Your body will produce the toxic SARS-CoV-2 spike protein for 15 months."  So, it can be expected that the shedding and infection of

others will be active for 15 months, better to be careful for 18 months?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

do you believe anything you read?
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FUNNY HOW EVERYONE TALKS CHANGE WITHOUT ADDRESSING THE ELEPHANT... ROTARY, LIONS CLUB, FREE MASONS, SHRINERS,

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, KIWANIANS, THE ODD FELLOWS, SKULL AND BONES, among many others... ALTHOUGH FROM THE OUTSIDE

THESE GROUPS SEEM DIFFERENT, ALL OF THESE GROUPS ARE INFLUENCED/CONTROLLED ABROAD AND SHARE ANTI-AMERICAN,

PRO ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT AND EVEN ISLAMIC VIEWS. THEY CONTROL EVERY CITY AND TOWN IN THE USA AS WELL AS

OTHER COUNTRIES WORLD WIDE. Because they control society anyone who wants to be successful must join, follow their steps and

become a yes man/woman, which makes most members complete cowards. This is why everything, despite political party differences,

seems to always move us in the same direction. This is why JFK was assassinated and no ?nal conclusion was ever given. If you really

want change, these groups must addressed, be published more often and their internals/motivations/agendas revealed, not hidden. If

you don't address this issue you should save your breath and shut up.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All connecting back to Rome.  And, numerous people have tried & failed.  The best you can do without becoming what you think

you are ?xing & bringing in another tyranny, is hinder it in every way possible by making it extremely uncomfortable &

unfashionable to belong to any such closed & covert thing, & for people to expose such good ol' boy and girl clubs & unions

despite bene?tting from it: & that's the rub!  Few are that dedicated to truth & right, or willing to make the necessary sacri?ces, or

take the necessary risks to do so.  Teddy Roosevelt survived busting up the monopolies & hindering the globalist hidden hand,

but they still got to him through killing his  beloved step-son, destroying forever his former humanist replacement theology

kingdom building con?dence.  McKinley also died trying to hold back the private bankers & global powers behind & working

through them.  Funny how those covert power types can always ?nd a weak link or troubled individual, or one for sale, to exploit

& use for their 'terrorism' and assassination schemes.

Before that we had anti-Masonic and anti-Romish groups in America who recognized the dangers of covert global Babylonian

 corporatism to the existence of free nations, individuals & families.....but men forget.  With a little help from historical

revisionism & select thefts from the Founding & colonial documentation section of the Library of Congress.

There was no way that Joe Kennedy's boys were going to successfully cross the very power that enriched their families &

brought them to power.  Their sacri?ce was certain, & very useful to the long term & multi-generational strategizers at Rome w/

the Camelot illusion giving way to the new humanist socialist de?nitions & demoralization strategies of Johnson's not-so-new&

not-so-great, ill-intentioned 'helps'  'Great Society' brick in the road along the way to destroying free nations & taking them back to

Mama, her cronies & hidden hand fronts & covers.
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jax4444gmail.com
Joined On 7/30/2021 10:43:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where can I purchase an iodine spray? Thanks
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.infowarsstore.com/survival-shield-x2-spray
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jax4444 - a betadine (povidone iodine) spray is easy to make.  Purchase an empty nasal spray container (available at some

pharmacies or on-line).  Get the betadine solution, which comes as a 10% solution.  Add (1) tsp (equal to approximately 5ml), &

add (10) teaspoons of either distilled or sterile water.  This will give you a 1% solution, which is what you want.  It will be strong

enough to kill viruses, but should not sting when used.  If it stings, dilute it a little more.
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lmoberoi
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:08:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can we assume that whole inactivated virus vaccines are closer to natural immunity and are relatively safer?
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Chinese vaccine uses a whole inactivated virus. I don't know if it causes adverse side affects.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

to believe that you actually NEED a vaccination in order to exist is a BRAINWASHED belief
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EddieVedder
Joined On 5/11/2021 5:11:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would say yes. Check out the Novavax vaccine which if i were forced to be vaccinated is the only one I would consider.
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StephenDE
Joined On 5/29/2021 5:36:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also look at https://vaxine.net/   for details about COVAX-19 vaccine which is original type  of vaccine.   It has passed Phase 3

trials in IRAN and Prof Nikolai Petrovsky is trying to fund the Phase 4 trials here in Australia despite a lot of resistance because

this vaccine seems to be one that works.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No "vaccine" is "safe"! Humans keep themselves safe (or not). They don't require any "intervention" by evil criminals and

pro?teers!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Navisos, the Chinese have not isolated the virus or mapped its complete genome. The CCP party of China runs everything in the

country...why should anyone trust them?? every Marxist economy this planet has seen is replete with Liars and Racists...b/c their

own race is superior to everybody else. Nazism grew on this idea, its ideas pursued  by thugs....
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raheemavernet
Joined On 8/2/2020 5:54:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As for the so-called covid virus, it has never been puri?ed or isolated (meaning really isolated, not the broth they are making

calling that "isolation"). So you can't have an inactivated virus if you do not have this virus in its pure form to begin with. Do you

know that many people are acknowledging that Pasteur was a fraud? He explained in his "memories" the way he has falsi?ed his

data and tests on vaccines. So the vaccine may well be dubious from the very beginning. This gets back to the difference

between the germ theory and the terrain theory. I would recommend you listen to some of Doctor Cowan's live videos for a

broader perspective. Here is his channel: www.bitchute.com/.../CivTSuEjw6Qp
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2)  People also tend to forget that the concept of paper money militarily imposed& enforced was not originally a 'Western' idea, but

Eastern& Chinese. It was carried West via the Silk Trade& Nabateans before being picked up by Rome, then resurrected a second time

in Rome by the Jesuit intel & knowledge gathering out of the East. Likewise the gunpowder enabling the great powers& wars East &

West.

Men should never forget that when the Jesuit order was briery abolished in the European nations due to pressure put upon the

politically weak Pope Clement by the traditional Dominican & Franciscan inquisitors, as well as the French & Austrian powers, that they

were received by Frederick the Great of Prussia, Catherine the Great of Russia, & the Chinese Empire. That's some interesting cultural &

geographical real estate communistically speaking, you know?

They more than got their money's worth & revenge thru the French radicals....inruenced by Weishaupt's Les Perfectibles, as well as via

their tool of revenge, Napoleon. Nobody does political in?ghting, historical revisionism, censorship, covert ops, & literary fraud&

alteration like the Mother of it all who straddles East & West, & always has: with& without 'Christian' frosting never going heart deep in

the leadership, if springing up here& there via contact w/ the word read or received from persecuted factions by some few in the lower

levels & ranks of power.

(Those slavs who were amongst the earliest to have the scriptures in the vulgar tongue & in the crossroads of power between three

continents so suffered persecution because of it that their nationality gave the very word 'slave' to the world!) They certainly were not of

the tribe of Ham or Canaan either one, but largely Japhetic w/ a sprinkling of Shemite courtesy of the Assyrian forced

emigration/immigration scheme, & the later invasions, diasporas & pogroms. Ignorance makes for proud & arrogant fools, &

presumption: useful dupes & tools of crafty tyrants.
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presumption: useful dupes & tools of crafty tyrants.
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There may be wisdom in indigenous knowledge worldwide, but people should remember the drastic caste & hierarchical regimes of

Craft that also existed in these Eastern places currently so fashionable in which that knowledge was very selectively shared or

dispensed.  The vast majority of lower castes & coolies were forbidden access to the fruit of that knowledge, while the mystique &

gnostic-controlled knowledge of the Forbidden City & such of the inner core & managing classes, craft & caste was used to inspire

superstitious awe & terror & dependence amongst the majority.  Inequity was hardly solely a Western problem.

Sin is a worldwide phenomenon, & monopolized, centralized power operated by coverted powers & MYSTERY has always resulted in

terrible tyranny East & West, West and East, North and South, and South & North.....& anywhere the race of men with body, soul & spirit

(regardless of the amount of melanin in their skin) has ever resided. Those who worship nature tend to forget that she is also red in

tooth & claw.  Ironically, our greatest hope is also our greatest threat, speaking of mankind's knowing conscientious free will choice that

is lacking amongst the purely instinctually driven beasts.  

I was reminded by some of the discussion here of the pilgrimages that men & women used to make to the snake-worshipping cult of

Asclepius (known by various names in various cultures from the North American Adena, the Central American Aztec & Mayan, etc as

spreading from Babel) at the Temple complex in Pergamos where the Babylonian priesthood red & resided between the fall of Babylon

& the bequeathing of the mysteries & pontifex maximus title to Rome via Julius Caesar, by Attalus III. Ignorance & manipulation of

knowledge for gain & power....for pro?t by a minority & their managing classes, & by fostering ignorance & superstition amongst the

masses, has always been a problem w/ science & politics apart from full disclosure, vigilance, & accountability.
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Those Iron and Bamboo Curtains were useful for LOTS of covert experimentation by the central banking, global corporatist 'dreamers'

and their front men before trying to take the whole world again.  As good as the hierarchical, centralized & global confessional system

of men & devils any day of the week.  Meanwhile we see the same man-worshipping glass cobns, necromancy hero worship &

merchandising, superstition & terror control Craft from the atheists & so-called hierarchically organized 'Christians' alike.  

Not buying their 'mark of the Beast' thing either. These things are good for stage-setting & groundwork, & a good steering technique &

mechanism uniting the deceived majority in ful?llment of end time circumstances  ....but missing more than one essential detail,

biblically speaking;  while the prominence of Rome& her ecumenical union on both 'sides' of these supposed issues is telling. No entity

on this earth controls more banking, property, & people than Rome; and that includes both of the supposed factions in Israel, this nation

& worldwide.

The politicized humanist Three Self Patriotic phony in China is as Romish & Babylonian as anything in the West built & inruenced by the

likes of CFR Rick Warren, the S. Baptist socialists, or the communitarian dialectitions & corporatist Druckerites.....and they are fully

capable of fornicating & illegitimate union due to purpose driven globalist central planning & their attempts at  'consciously evolving' the

rest of us by hook or by crook, by Craft like the myth-makers & dramatists of old, with neither our knowledge or consent, & certainly

without true & legitimate representation.   The censorship & disappearance of legitimate practice, teaching and biblical authority in

what the world is permitted to freely witness versus that of men & devils is also notable.  Biblical Christianity has no politicized,

illegitimate jihad of forced conformity & intolerance outside the freely associating & independent churches.
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The universe, huh?  Maybe the new heavens& earth coming after the Creator of this corrupted one dissolves it, & the new heavens &

earth be come into which no corruption will ever enter....but who wants eternality with corruption & death? It's just plain old weird how

modern & supposedly enlightened men & women still trust in their own sex organs as some sort of power source like any of the old

pagan gnostic fertility cults & tyrannies. Given Genesis 6& 11, 1 Thessalonians 5, 2 Thessalonians 2, 2 Peter, Jude & Revelation in the

preserved & authoritative scriptures, it's scarier than covid & the vax both when considering the eternal end of individual souls, & how

many are deluded by the beautiful lies, the positivity of the coming one-eyed idol shepherd, & the allure of vain idolatrous works religion

& repentance-free salvation.  Christians can join a ?ght for truth & liberty, & true tolerance, but not pagan conformity denying Christ &

his Gospel.

Far better to ?ght the good ?ght of the faith lawfully, waiting on the resurrection of God to transform these old corruptible bodies that

remain even after soul & spirit are born again & the new inner man come. God's people have entered into rest, but there yet remains a

rest for the people of God who are not their own, but bought at a price, the precious blood of Christ, God himself setting aside his glory

to come as the only godman Son of God & Son of Man justly able & capable of paying the price no mere ?nite, mortal & fallen man ever

could. The created image not being the Creator, & only one Man the express image of God. How tragic if men defeat this current form of

humanist tyranny only to embrace another lying, bloody false salvation, saying 'peace & safety' just before judgment falls in wave upon

wave as the pangs of childbirth, climaxing not in gain or eternal life, but in eternal judgment& death due to refusing to love the truth: the

good, the bad & the ugly of it,& humbling as it is:  that they might be saved
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There are plenty of other doctors and virologists who have a better understanding on the "COVID Virus" than this doctor.
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Yes, I am certain more are out there, Dr McCullough has said about (500) are independent enough to be treating nationwide.

Otherwise, most cannot or will not talk about it publicly - because? the US hospitals employ most doctors these days, and those

cannot speak out without fear of losing their jobs and careers...
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Based on earlier interviews with Dr. McCullough & other sources, I believe the correct concentration of Betadine (povidone iodine) is 1%,

not 10%, for the nasal/oral decontamination.  It comes as a 10% solution, but needs to be diluted to 1%, using either distilled or sterile

water.
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I disagree with the recommendation for  lumbrokinase and serrapeptase because they also will dissolve bio?lms and release pathogens

that the body has successfully sequestered. I know this because it happened to me and resulted in a very, very severe illness, four years

ago, that permanently harmed me and was only ?nally treated successfully with frequencies. Instead, recommend pycnogenol. I don't

know what this incredibly bene?cial substance is not routinely cited for its effectiveness. There are several Youtube videos showing

what it does to de-clump blood (resolves Rouleaux problems.)
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I have read enough articles about this "immunity" issue. NO virus, ever, NOT EVEN ONE SINGLE VIRUS, measles, ru, mumps, polio, you

name it HAS EVER BEEN ISOLATED AND SHOWN TO EXIST. So why don't we start addressing the problem for what it is? "Viruses" do

not exist outside of the body and Dr. Mercola you should know this. A "virus" is a set of symptoms inside the body. What is inside your

body? = Everything that you eat. Man's processed garbage is the cause of all chronic disease and more. Eat what God gives us! It is the

only way to ?ne-tune the immune system, so that when you get sick the body easily ?ghts it off.
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as obesity is considered to be the most vulnerable group to this HYPED disease what you say makes sense
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Eating what God gives us used to be the way to go.  But now, with GMO's in everything we consume, God's foods are now tainted

and is no longer the way to ?ne tune our immune system.
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Joy - could you be more speci?c on how to avoid eating anything in our Modern Age??
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Re: "your body will produce the toxic SARS-CoV-2 spike protein for 15 months."   How can the human body produce a lab manipulated

spike protein?  Vaccinated sheeple produce antibodies to the spike protein and they may spend 15 months getting rid of the vaccination

spike protein & other assorted toxic ingredients, but I don't think the body actually produces the spike protein.   Don't get me wrong, I'm

a holistic health anti-vaxxer for 50 years.  However, now more than ever, anti vax info needs to be correct.  Seems like clari?cation or

correct wording should be considered.
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Because the mRNA modi?es the RNA to produce the spike protein? This is the scary part of it. It's like I forget the exact term) the

bacteria gene that they introduced into corn, that caused the stomachs of insects eating the corn to explode, was taken up by the

bacteria in our microbiome and they started producing the toxin in our stomachs.
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I love Dr. McCullough and I am completely on board with all of the above BUT I get confused and concerned when claims are asserted

as facts that stretch credulity: speci?cally, "McCullough...citing research showing that among children between the ages of 12 and 17,

87% are hospitalized after receiving the shot" ?! I don't believe THAT can be accurate. Even our P?zer-owned networks would have to be

reporting that. And even without anyone's reports, everyone would be seeing and witnessing this constantly. Out of all the statements

made in the article above, this one needs a footnoted reference like no other. It's so far out there that I'm thinking it must be a typo or an

accidentally misspoken statement.

I am on board with everything else though I do also agree that the statement that it takes 15 months to clear out the spike protein and

that for 15 months (as well as the statement that it is creating damage this whole time) needs a lot of science backed references and

footnotes as well. This is an intelligent readership and the ones recognizing that the vaccine narrative is fraudulent are the very ones

that like to see bold statements backed with research-based evidence. We're critical thinkers and need to see it and understand it for

ourselves, so that should be supported here as well by those challenging the narrative. I'm sure Dr. McCullough would readily agree, and

I'd just like to understand his statements better, especially those that he premises his whole arguments upon. (Plus if I share this with

my Fauci/NIH/CDC/FDA loving-respecting friends and family, they're certainly going to demand back up of these statements, as they

should).
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Need correction Dr. Mercola: "So, it’s 100% deterministic that taking the shot exposes you to the risks of the shot, and less than 1%

deterministic that you’ll get COVID if you don’t take the shot." I think this should read "you'll die of Covid".  Thats the <1% chance.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I take most of what wishy washy Dr Mac say's with a grain of salt. ANY doctor that promotes or uses "vaccines" is suspect to me.
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

State your quali?cations, please.
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que1888
Joined On 8/3/2015 3:42:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about the tons of graphene oxide and graphene hydroxide in the shots, which is completely nonbiodegradable.  It's a kill shot

bioweapon.  Stop calling it a "vaccine".  It has nothing to do with health.
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CivilizationHoax
Joined On 3/29/2021 4:04:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

0.1% hydrogen peroxide nebulization will do diddly squat. Dr. Levy says 1%-3% depending on what you can tolerate. Personally i have no

problem with 12%. Some other points to clarify pls: 1% is your chance of getting covid to begin with according to this article. That's

about the same chance of being reinfected, so i don't see how it makes sense to say reinfection is very unlikely. 15 months to stop

producing spike protein after the jab? Would like to see the citation. Everything i read says a few weeks. Thanks
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed with these points. The 15 months time frame seems suspicious. And to say with such con?dence that people cannot be

reinfected, is rather pompous. Although anecdotal, I have seen claims across social media that people have had it more than

once and they are not vaccinated. Not many claims, but enough to make me dismiss McCullough’s statement.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Civil,   Using a nasal spray bottle to "huff"  3% H2O2 3-4Xs directed at back of throat was my bush medicine go-to for many years

for any chest congestion along w taking Mega C/RALA/NAC orally....Using a nebulizer for more than 5 minutes to me was a

hassle.  3% will burn nasal passages but I found 5 min w 1% worked ?ne alternating mouth/nose...a drop of Lugol's iodine and in

saline worked even better...I also experimented using baking soda and glutathione powder but glutathione does not keep well...It

only took another 10 years to try nebulizing NAC and Wowwy!  

Tons of mucus rowed physically cleaning lungs/sinuses...No wonder FDA doesn't like NAC?..........So my newer protocol for any

and all lung/sinus problems is pure redox medicine;  Oxidize bacteria/virus with 1% H2O2/iodine for 5 minutes, then later power

immune cells and thin sticky mucus with reductant/antioxidant NAC, nebulizing for another 5 min. I'm sure it would work with a

nasal spray bottle in a pinch.  I have been thanked for this cheap, basically harmless idea by many suffocating people. So nice to

breathe. zx4.bc9.myftpupload.com/forum-comments
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've wondered if people who have gotten reinfected actually had the ru one of those times. Flu did "disappear" last year. There's

also false positive tests. Were those who said they had Covid before only saying it because of an incorrect test result?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

civilization, Heard Dr Levy ?rst, so have been diluting down below 3% - to 1 o 1.5% each batch in saline. Works well in about 5

minutes! Does not burn or sting. My time is limited, so I need to nebulize quickly.

Debby, this is such a bone of contention. It has to do with ridiculous rt-pcr testing protocols. The test is only a magni?er, seeking

a tiny fraction of the genome, like a phrase. The rest is an assumption, however, someone om the topic of natural immunity did

mention no evidence exists that the covid-recovered ever get covid again, and they may have as much as 27 times!! from Israeli

results - better immunity to variants than the vaxxed.

Then there is the Medical Tyranny to contend with, as the CDC is still not acknowledging natural immunity, as is being sued

(again and again) because of this. The ru is a confounding issue, and yes, some people then get the ru...but it is now called

covid. Reasoning? Is this because Dr. Fauci tried for 10-years to sell his adult ru shots, without much success. David Martin is

suggesting this, however nobody knows for sure. New CDC testing protocol with a small protein sequencing step added, maybe

will isolate the ru from covid, starting the beginning of 2022. Were people being mis-identi?ed last year with covid who actually

had ru? Yes! Another long story.
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metrologys
Joined On 9/12/2016 1:39:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True-covid-19 is designed in lab and vaccines developed are perfect ?t to ?ght covid.  I only hear people who have been vaccinated

survive and yet majority of those who did not have been dying. Strongly recommend to get vaccinated.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

your post shows a logical de?ciency in your ability to analyse data - and furthermore total ignorance concerning the risks to the

unvaccinated versus the vaccinated - did you actually receive a basic education??
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Research!  americasfrontlinedoctors.org .
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My daughter caught it, unvaccinated and survived. There is at least one person who proves your statement absolutely wrong.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Joe Rogan is another unvaccinated who survived.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHAT? You go get your poison jab. You will be dead or maimed withing a year.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My wife my 2 adult daughters and myself, all unvaxed just got over covid. It was like a mild ru, not bad at all. My wife had no

symptoms, and she smokes.
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saames
Joined On 1/11/2019 7:53:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry-the ONLY people I know of who have recently died from “covid” have been double vaxxed. And within my group some have

the same examples. Also-I know of several vaxxed people who have gotten breakthrough cases when we were told this wouldn’t

happen… It appears the new variant may be going to ?zzle this thing out. Let’s go Omnicron!  No need for these experiments

anymore. Leave me alone.
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you work for P?zer?  Or maybe Fauci is your cousin?
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raheemavernet
Joined On 8/2/2020 5:54:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are not a troll, maybe you need to get more information. www.europarl.europa.eu/.../P-9-2021-004862_EN.html  ~

www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.bitchute.com/.../8I4NlpjAsaL3
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